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PART I. THE SEEKING 

 

1. Becoming Aware 

Ever since I can remember,I have been aware that,beyond what I heard in Sunday 

liturgies,beyond the stories of religious people,there’s something subtle and 

wonderful,something that helps people heal,rejuvenate and love.I felt that 

”something”,that power,when I was in the middle of nature,making me feel like I was 

becoming one with everything around me,that the walnut-tree and the ladybug,the apple 

and the butterfly,the dog and the wind,the air and the clouds,are just another expression 

of ME. 

 I lived all of these sensations and emotions in all of their plenitude  – I felt one 

with Everything. 

 I remember these feelings and experiences starting from around the age of 7,and 

fortunately they continue to this day,although for a period of 10-15 years I have repressed 

this faculty of feeling and seeing things,wishing I were „like other people”.Ever since I 

was a little girl,I had been told reproachingly that I was not like the other children,like the 

other girls.Then,after getting married,my husband told me bluntly:she who wants 

knowledge and God,cannot have a family,she must withdraw in solitude.But I wanted 

God and my family too,and I knew it is possible.I gave up my spiritual practices on the 

pressure of others,because I was constantly told I belong in a lunatic asylum;that period 

of 10-15 years was extremely difficult,and there was something in me that was about to 

explode,so one day I told my husband: 

 -Nothing can stop me from doing what I want the most,and if you think that 

spirituality harms you or our family,it’s your problem.Whatever you’ll say,I will do as I 

think fit. 

I think it’s incorrect to call it spirituality,considering that I renounced myself and my 

searching to please my family.I found out this way that people are afraid to discover 

themselves,to discover something that is beyond their comprehension.But whatever  

I did,they were still unhappy,because I was unhappy too,and unhappiness transfers easily 

from one to another.How can one be happy,when one renounces a part of herself? 
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But let me get back to my youth,when all of these feelings of plenitude and love 

intensified in me around the age of 20,when I fell in love.I remember this moment 

perfectly.It was the end of August,on a very pleasant summer day,and there was this 

serenity in the air that seemed to foretell,as I figured out later,what was about to happen 

to me,as if I was alone in the universe.I was in an institution,going downstairs from the 

building’s first floor,when a peaceful and,at the same time, cheerful music made itself 

heard. 

I went towards the place I heard the music from,and through the opened door I 

saw a hall full of people, men and women,sitted around a table.Out of everybody present 

there,I noticed a young,long-haired man and,inspite of the fact that his face was turned 

away from me, I  knew it was HIM,the man I always loved.Although I did not see his 

face,I knew I know him.I asked somebody what’s going on there,and I was told that 

young man was holding weekly musical auditions in that place.Those were times where 

you could hardly find any good music to listen to,and that only if you had acces to ”Radio 

Europa Libera”,or if someone brought you vinyls from abroad(CD’s and DVD’s hadn’t 

appeared on the market at the time).A few days later,having some business in that 

institution,when I knocked on the door of an office,a  man’s kind voice told me to go in.I 

entered the room and I was taken aback,unable to articulate a single word;than,after 

recovering from the shock,I said ”Hello!” like a schoolgirl,and that I’m looking for ”X”... 

-That would be me,he replied. 

-That can’t be,you could only be his secretary/assistent,certainly not him. 

You guessed correctly,it was the very same man that was holding the musical 

audition.I didn’t believe him and I left,asking him to tell me if his boss returned,because I 

felt that if I stayed there another second,my heart would explode and I would collapse 

right there in front of him.At the same time,a colossal anger got over me,I felt like crying 

out: 

-Can’t you see what’s happening with me,don’t you recognize me? 

I didn’t understand where these thoughts were coming from myself,and when I 

left I told him where he couldg find me,once his boss showed up. 
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About 15 minutes later,someone knocked at the door,and who do you think it 

was? It was him,and he kindly told me he really was the person I was looking for,that 

he’ll identify himself if  I wanted to,and that I can ask the man who had sent me to 

him,because he was right there in the hallway.I went out in the hallway,when I heard a 

voice: 

-Oh,I see you’ve already met.Keep me up to speed with what you’ll do. 

I couldn’t run anymore,I knew I couldn’t run,that it’s pointless,that this was love 

from and for eternity.For a while we saw each other daily,I started to know the people 

who gravitated around him,and I realised that almost all the women were in love with 

him.That angered me profusely,but at the same time I knew how they felt:how could 

anyone not be in love with such a man?Than I understood how attracted they were to his 

charisma,to his way of being and behaving,and to his ability to empathise with them.It 

surely wasn’t easy being in his shoes,with oh! so many tempting women around him.I 

was falling in love with him deeper and deeper every day,I knew I loved him since the 

beginning of time,I was toying  with him,I was provoking,he only accepted some of the 

games,not allowing himself to be tempted by my recklessness.Than one day I found out 

he was married.I froze.He was about 30,he was married and he didn’t wear a wedding 

ring.I strongly admonished him,I felt betrayed(although I didn’t have any reason to),but 

he,with a disarming sincerity,replied: 

 -I didn’t hide anything from you,I assumed you knew I’m married,I have no 

reason to hide this,I just don’t like wearing a wedding ring. 

I don’t know myself why I thought I had the right to reproach anything to 

him,what was going on between us was just a spiritual bonding with no inherent 

commitment implied.That’s when I realised he loved his wife,that he loved me too in his 

own way,that it was time for me to be objective.I loved him and for a long time I thought 

I casn live by his side,finding joy in his successes,feeling sadness for his failures.When I 

realised that I loved him so much that I could accept anything that would make him 

happy,I freaked out.And I knew I could live like that,dedicating myself to him with all of 

my being. 

I sensed  his career,it fulfiled exactly as I had foreseen it,I felt his life with it’s 

joys and sorrows,even in  periods of time when we haven’t seen each other for years.And 
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so I chose something else,without ever telling him about my feelings or my thoughts,as if 

I expected him to already know about them.I found love,gentle radiation of all 

colors,sunshine of all Suns,overwhelming,uplifting,divine.I welcomed it into my heart.He 

didn’t see it,he didn’t feel it.And...I got scared.I ran away from the one that had inspired 

these divine,angelic,and laic feelings.I searched for the profane,I wanted to be like other 

people(too many times had I been told I’m different). 

I have subsequently experienced surrogates of that love,deceit and falsehood.The 

more estranged I became from him,the more all of these became stronger.But love 

lingered in my heart,strong,kind,wise,patient.I traveled back in my heart to that love,to 

find myself once again,to be able to live in the joy of my being.I returned inside my 

love.My love for him makes my love for God and for other people 

stromger,greater.Sometimes that love  is so deep,so overwhelming that I feel I’m starting 

to dissolve,to expand in the entire universe. 

Many years later,when life facilitated us to meet every now and then,I asked him: 

-Please help me understand where I now you from,what ties me so strongly to 

you.He replied: 

-Alright,let’s see... 

I believe it was enough for me to express my burning desire,when the Universe 

responded,in an unusual,fascinating way,filled with meaning and love. 

Some time passed,during which I went in pilgrimage to the Prislop Monastery,to 

Arsenie Boca’s grave,the one that sanctified his body so profoundly that even when it’s 

freezing cold flowers on his grave stay alive.I lived a state of unimaginable bliss and 

ecstasy.I suddenly became aware of the whole forest,of all the mountains that surrounded 

that place,than of all the mountains of the planet and the planet itself,with which I formed 

a single entity of joy and peace.I than started to perceive the air molecules in that place,I 

saw them in a way I can’t find the words to describe,I simply perceived them,and all 

those air molecules there was Arsenie Boca;it actually wasn’t Arsenie Boca,it was 

Christ,it was God.After that pilgrimage,while talking to a friend who had also been there 

with me about my perceptions,everything suddenly dissapeared from my sight,and an 

enormous,sparkling,gentle Sun appeared in my heart.From the Sun in my heart a ray of 
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light shone right through to the begininng of time(I simply ”knew” this was 

happening),and an assertive,gentle male voice told me: 

-Write everything you see. 

Like in a cosmic film,at the end of the ray I saw a glade in which there was a 

village of wooden houses,with the road between the houses made of something that 

looked like a mixture of asphalt and marble,of white-gray-ish color.The male voice,as I 

was looking at all of this,was communicating to me:”Then,at the beginning of times,the 

people who roamed these places(the Deva-Hunedoara-Prislop area),lived in perfect 

harmony with God and his entire Creation.Everything in their behaviour expressed 

joy,love,happiness,peace and serenity,harmony,Life.They simply Existed in Light and in 

Love.They experienced only love.The entire nature obeyed them,and the desires they 

emitted from their hearts of light materialised easily.There weren’t any pains or 

sorrows,sickness,or sadness.When they wanted sons or daughters,from the embrace of the 

woman with the man was emitted so much love and light,that new Suns were born in the 

sky.The women wore  dresses made of a light,natural,green material,with white front and 

sleeves.They had blonde or brown,long,unbraided hair.The men were tall,with short or 

long hair,natural clothes,and beige shirts and pants.They were all fit and they formed 

pairs.Just one woman,who seemed to be some sort of a leader,was single.The man who 

had brought them to planet Earth in his cosmic spaceship,who was her pair,had left with 

the spaceship back to his home planet,and she was waiting for his return.But 

he,however,never did return... 

Eons,or maybe just millions of years have passed since then,and now they met 

again.And HE doesn’t know it... 

This is where I knew him from,right from the beginnings of planetary times,of 

human life on Earth.It is magical the way I perceive and see him.I perceive and see him 

as love,kindness,beauty.Whatever he says or does,that’s what I see in him,nothing about 

these feelings has changed ever since I first met him to this day.I used reason,logic,I  

reflected and I  pondered lots of things about him,but I readily ignored all of his human 

”defects”,because that’s what my heart commanded.Than I said to myself: if you have 

these wonderful feelings,why do you want to split hairs?What do you have to gain?and 
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right I did,because that was a way of keeping my lighthouse on in the waves and storms 

of life. 

Consequently,all I have to do is thank God for letting him in my life.He’s got a lot 

to offer mankind through his profession,perhaps even more,and it’s as if I’m waiting for 

the moment when kindness,love and knowledge will explode from within him like 

fireworks,for the benefit of others.And because these feelings and emotions exist in 

me,after deciding to keep at distance from him,I tried to share them with someone 

else.But the men that entered my life didn’t understand this love,or maybe I didn’t know 

how to  show it and they broke my heart.When your heart is open,when you offer 

love,poisoned arrows can easily hurt you. 

Maybe I hurt somebody too,but if I did,it was absolutely unintentional,I pay 

attention to these kinds of things.I chose the laic life and that’s what I had,constantly 

oscillating between happiness and misery.I have now decided to choose a life of love.Of 

love for myself,for the Creator,for the Creation.I chose to give love to love.It’s never too 

late to change your direction,if it doesn’t please you anymore.I have indulged way too 

much in suffering,blaming those around me that were guilty of verbal and psychological 

agression towards me,although they did it with my own acceptance.In a 

strange,uncomprehensible way,I accepted this,being afraid to make decisions in my 

favor,being afraid not to hurt others.I hurt them anyway,but most of all I hurt myself. 

In the end,I’m still a winner in Life,because I have three wonderful children,for 

which I thank God all the time,because they’re fascinating children,beautiful,kind and 

with a fine character.I also have that living love that,whichever direction I took in life,I 

kept in my heart. 

But let me me to get back to the first planetary people,these beings that,after 

preparing planet Earth,with God’s grace, by creating all of it’s ecosystems,and all of it’s 

Life through repeted expeditions,they created the first colonies,in special areas in the 

Carpathian Mountains,in Apuseni,in which the energetic connection of the place with the 

Heavens manifests itself to the maximum.They came from The Great MacroGalactic 

Central Sun,to populate and prepare our solar system for evolution. 

……………………………………….  
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2. Facilitations 

 

Sweet childhood,with terrible frosty weather and the snow going over my 

knees,with scents of purity and God,when after a day of sleighing,I returned home wet 

from head to toe from all the snow fighting,my greatest joy was the when the evening 

sitting of villagers was held at our house.My parents and my neigbours held a sitting 

every evening,taking turns at each house,where women were spinning and crocheting 

manually all sorts of little things,and the men were playing cards,drinking warm plum 

brandy with cumin and sugar and smoking filter-free Marasesti or Carpati.Sometimes the 

men also brought something to work at the sitting:they were husking corn or they carved 

wooden tools for their households. 

That was also an evening of storytelling.When the sitting took place at our 

house,my father chopped more wood,the house was warmer,we boiled corn beads  

sweetened with sugar or honey.In the oven we cooked pumpkin seeds.After a glass of 

plum brandy,they started telling stories that were fascinating to me; about how to avoid 

having the cows’ milk stolen by wraiths,about encounters they had had with werewolves 

and dragons,with guardian angels that appear when you’re in trouble etc.I was listening 

to their storie holding my breath,in my bed,under the cool wool blanket,staring at the 

flame of the petrol lamp(electricity was installed in the village only after my 11th 

birthday).After a while,the flame seemed to grow in size,it filled the entire 

room,eventually everything became a flame,my body grew in sync with the flame to 

unmeasurable dimensions,and than I became the flame itself,and in that state I listened to 

the stories.It was wonderful! 

Some other evenings,my father’s sisters came to visit,they read from the bible,I 

was fascinated when they read from the gospels,when they read about Jesus; I loved 

Jesus,I still love him now,I wanted to be like him,to love people as much as he did.It was 

wonderful when they read,because my child imagination took me to those times and 

places and it was as if I saw it all in reality.Than the interpretation by my father’s older 

sister of what was read took place,and that always made me tremble in fear.It was one 

thing I understood when the reading took place,and another when she interpreted.From 

what she interpreted,we were created by a vengeful God that judges you for every 
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thought,that people are just beings of a severe God.I had the same feeling when I went to 

the village church with my mother,because after every mass I felt tortured with fear of 

doing something wrong,and opressed by a merciless God.I refused to believe in that God 

of hers,and the fear and dilemmas created in my child mind made me decide that God is 

good,that he loves me,and that’s what I believe to this day. 

When I turned about 12 I told my mother that I want to be like Virgin Mary.She 

made the sign of the cross and she told me that God will curse me for having such 

thoughts,that it’s a great sin.I got scared,I didn’t understand what I had said wrong,for me 

the most wonderful thing a woman could have was to be like Virgin Mary – I now know 

that the purity of the feminine energy can transform and equilibrate anything into peace 

and joy,and to me She was the quintessence of kindness and purity.Any woman wants to 

manifest her feminity in the purest form,and wanting the purity of a celestial being is 

blasphemy for some.You cannot become something you don’t want to become,and 

sooner or later the purity and beauty of the feminine energy will manifest itself in it’s 

plenitude.You can realise how conditioned are some people,when they consider a sin 

even the most innocent desire of a child to be kind and pure,how conditioned most of us 

are by the fear of beings superior to us,by those beings to which we pray,how small and 

helpless,how insecure about our decisions.We are what we think. 

In that period,at our house’s gate used to come an old man that I talked to.He 

came out of nowhere,he talked to me and then he’d leave.I don’t know why I never 

invited him in our yard,it’s as if I knew he wasn’t supposed to com in.I’ve always 

searched for him in people,sometimes I’d think I see him,but when I got closer,it was 

somebody else.I remembered him and I’ve always looked for him,I felt he was near.I 

didn’t know who he was,until I went to uncle Ion in Ionestii de Arges.All the way to 

Ionestii de Arges,a translucent being,dresses in white,with it’s hands raised laterally,flew 

in front of the bus.It was like I was dreaming,but at the same time I knew it was real.  

 I arrived at uncle Ion’s,where in order to get to his house,once you entered the 

gate,you had to climb up a narrow path through a garden.The moment I entered the gate 

in the garden,a line of pilgrims formed,and in front of me the translucent being appeared 

again.This time I knew it was Jesus,because it radiated so much calm and kindness,so 
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much love,that you melted in it.All the way to uncle Ion’s I wanted to embrace him,and 

when I arrived and got closer to him,the translucent being merged with him. 

Uncle Ion kissed my forehead,blessed me,looked me in the eyes and told me:”We 

know each other for a long time...” I  don’t know what happened inside of me that 

moment,but an overwhelming pain and at the same time a great joy took over me,of such 

great intensity,that I am now sure if there hadn’t been any celestial guardians there I 

would have died,because I couldn’t have coped with such an avalanche of 

emotions,sensations and feelings.We all sat in the yard,some on the grass,some on 

chairs,on blankets,we were all so casual,we felt like babies in our mothers’ arms.In his 

gentle and kind presence you feel just like in Heaven.     

 As a consequence of those strong emotions,that only my heart desciphered,I cried 

for four straight hours,I sobbed for an entire lifetime and I knew something in me is 

changing.I knew who uncle Ion was,I knew what great blessing I was given by meeting 

him.Later on I remembered that he was the old man that used to come to my parents’ 

house when I was a little girl,he used to come in exactly the same form and age as now,II 

realised that for him the barrier of time doesn’t exist,because forty years earlier he came 

to visit me at the age he is now.A few years later I told him I remember him from my 

childhood,and he confirmed that we’ve known each other for a really,really long 

time.How wonderful and great God is! 

I was searching for God beyond religion,beyond dogmas,I wanted to know more,I 

was interested in anything out of the ordinary,in herbal healers,in priests that healed 

through prayer,etc.Than,in the 90’s,started to appear therapists formed at Djuna school in 

Russia.One day a colleague from work told me she she goes to two biotherapists from 

Moldova and asked me if I wanted to go too.Because I was intrigued I accepted.They 

were doing group therapies by inducing a state of deep relaxation with energy 

inductions,and I wanted to know more about these methods,because about seven years 

earlier,I solved a health problem...I don’t even know exactly how it happened,I just know  

God’s hand was in it...But I better tell what happened: 

Between the ages of 12 and 16,I suffered repeatedly from tonsilitis.The last time I 

had tonsilitis,according to the doctors,I was just hours away from septicaemia.I was 

promptly hospitalized,under penicillin treatment.I was 16 years old.After about 10 days 
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of treatment,after receiving my injection,I told the nurse that my tongue thickened and 

ants are covering my body.The nurse left the room alarmed,and I slept for about three 

days,as a consequence of the anti-allergic treatment.I had had an anaphilactic shock,and 

the anti-allergic treatment made me sleep a lot.Because of the recurring tonsilitis,I 

developed joint rheumatism,and when I was 19 I was diagnosed with large rheumatic 

mitral stenosis,inspite of having had very painful weekly moldamin injections between 

the ages of 16 to 19.Event the thought of getting an injection made me limp with pain.I 

was then hospitalized for three months in a city hospital,followed by two or three yearly 

hospitalizations,plus home treatment. 

When I was 21 I got amarried,and I had my first baby at 22.The pregnancy period  

went  very well,because it was a time of great joy and spiritual fulfillment,with emotional 

experiences nearing ecstasy. I was so happy that I was embarrassed to show it,because I 

knew I wouldn’t be understood,or even worse,I’d  be misunderstood.My perception of 

nature and it’s beauty,and of people was intensified to the maximum,I felt one with all 

this beauty,and I easily communicated with the baby I had in my womb.In may,when all 

the spring flowers were blooming,when the buzzing of insects seemed a joyous 

symphony,the emotion I felt while watching them was so intense,it hurt.I knew these 

feelings were transmitted by my baby too,that he too lived these feelings through me.One 

day,an old woman from the country,seeing I was so excited  looking at the pansies that it 

made me cry,said to me: 

-Pick some flowers,sweety,and eat them,so nothing wrong will happen to your 

sensitive child. 

Maybe we should all learn from our elders,their lessons are ancient,ancestral,like 

the shamanic ones,for which some people pay good money to learn. 

Also at that time,I was looking at myself in the mirror,and get bewildered with 

how beautiful I was.Perhaps this will seem funny or narcissistic to you,but the only time I 

ever felt truly beautiful was while being pregnant with my children.To the first child,a 

boy,I gave birth easily.A few years later,in 1987,after catching a cold,I started feeling 

more and more fatigued and ill.I was hospitalized,the illness was progressing,I was sent 

to other clinics in the city for investigations,to confirm the diagnosis.The hospital 

personnel started acting weird around me,and the nurses,who were my friends(I knew the 
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for over 7 years),avoided looking me in the eyes;the doctor didn’t look at me either when 

doing his visit,and I didn’t understand what was going on. 

     Every time I wanted to talk to my doctor,he would find all sorts of excuses and 

avoided a discussion,until,one day,I stormed into his office,and asked him to be frank,or 

else I was going to leave the hospital and go home,because everybody was acting as if I 

was going to die lately.I told him decidedly that I wasn’t going to die and that I want the 

truth.He than told me that the doctors had decided that it would be best for me to get an 

operation,that it would be dangerous to wait any longer.I asked: 

 -Where was I when you decided this?Did anybody ask me? 

He was dumbfounded,because other people selled things from their houses,their cars,to 

be able to handle the expenses,and I,who got all this for free(all hospital personnel liked 

me and wanted to help me),was turning it down?I refused to think about surgery.My 

doctor told me: 

 You’re young now,but in 30 years you’ll gain weight,you’ll have to take a lot of 

pills that will slowly destroy your liver,and eventualy you’ll still have to get an 

operation.What will you do to  get well? 

-I don’t know yet,all I know is that I will get well. 

-Well,what can I do for you under these circumstances?! 

I asked him to help me if I’ll need it,he told me that I’m insane,but that he knows 

about the power of the human psyche and he promised he would help me.And he kept his 

word.When I was 30 I gave birth to a girl through a caesarian operation,to which he 

participated,he also participated at the birth of my third child(also a girl),when I was 40 

years old.He was very nervous and he jokingly told me he will surely die if I call him at 

my fourth birth giving. 

I walked out of his office,and in the hallway I met one of the medical gymnastics 

instructors of the hospital and i told him what the doctor’s recommendation was and that 

I refused it.He told me it would be a good idea to attend gymnastics at 8 A.M.,not when I 

was scheduled.I started doing all sorts of breathing and gymnastics exercises,that I 

identified after 1990 as yoga exercises. 

At the same time,I was practicing autogenous training,which I had learned from a 

therapist friend.I had practices these exercises with him for a few times,and when I 
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needed it I suddenly remembered them,I realised I knew what I had to do and what 

autosuggestions to induce to myself in order to obtain a state of health.I completely 

forgot about my illness,being more concerned about these psychological healing 

methods,which fascinated me.I spent then two more weeks in the hospital,than I went 

back to work and I got on with my life.Three months later I went back to the hospital for 

a check-up,and the doctor was looking dumbfounded my ecography.He told me that it 

was impossible,the illness couldn’t have involuted like that.I told him: 

-I’m healed,I knew it! 

To which he replied:  

-Let’s just call this a diagnosis error,I can’t tell people there’s been a miracle.Do 

as I say and don’t tell anybody about this. 

For 20 years after that episode I didn’t get any treatment for my heart,but after 

this period I seldom had some heart problems,but that only because of my recklessness,of 

my anger and my discontentment,when because of emotional stress I had fibrilation for a 

few times;I’m alright though.After those episodes,my mother,who is a very religious 

person,went to a clairvoyant monk who told her: 

-Auntie,your older daughter was about to die,but she put death behind her through 

her faith. 

My mother was shocked and she thought I was down on my knees the whole 

time,praying,so her attitude towards me changed a bit.I had finally done something that 

she liked,because she thought I had seen priests.My mother has a cult for priests,she 

thinks being a priest is the greatest honor,that’s why started to be of some value in her 

eyes. 

That’s when I realized that I,in perfect harmony with myself,had decided to 

heal,and God put all the right people in my way and made me remember techniques that 

were helpful. 

I don’t deny the power of prayer,of psalms,I like them a lot,but the power is in 

us.We give power to these prayers,and they give power to our will and desires. 
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3. Awareness and action 

 

As I mentioned already,when those therapists came to my town,I got an 

appointment and I went there.They were doing group biotherapy sessions,we were about 

10 people,sitting on chairs,with our hands on our knees,our backs straight,relaxed 

position.We were told to close our eyes and listen to the relaxing music they were 

playing.I easily slipped into a deeply releaxed state,feeling and seeing myself as a white 

condor floating above the blue sea,under the sky as blue as the sea,and I lived a sensation 

of complete freedom,of fusion with everything that exists.I was free,I didn’t care about 

anything,because I knew I was safe,that the Universe doesn’t make mistakes,that there’s 

perfect harmony and everything is in it’s reight place.I felt good in that state. 

At the second biotherapy session,after getting in the deeply relaxed state,in front 

of me appeared a sword in the form of a cross,beautifully worked,made of a noble metal 

and ornated with precious stones.I knew it was the Sword of Justice and that it was 

mine,that it belonged to me.In that moment of awareness,from my chest,a 

serious,assertive,and at the same time gentle,beautiful,male voice,a voice like I had never 

heard before,started saying the the Creed.The voice,the prayer and I were one and the 

same.Then,from my chest a yellow-orange little star detached and started floating around 

the people in the room.I could see them through the star,just like I would have seen them 

with my physical eyes,I saw myself sitting on the chair,with my eyes closed,and I 

wondered at this experience. 

At a point,I saw the therapist and one of the pacients sinking gradually in a very 

dense and fluid darkness,until the darkness completely covered them...I was talking to 

myself:”Girl,you’re losing it,what’s going on,can’t you see you’re hallucinating? ”At the 

same time,something inside of me was telling me to do something,to get them out of that 

darkness,so I started praying:”Please,my Lord,descend your Light upon them and get 

them out of the dark.Please,shed your Holy Rays upon them and help them.”I don’t 

know where this prayer came into my mind from,but as I was saying the prayer,the dense 

darkness started to dissipate,than their heads appeared in the light,than their entire 

bodies,until everything became light. 
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After the therapy session,on my way home,I was seriously asking myself if I was 

crazy,being aware at the same time that I was perfectly sane and that what had happened 

was real,but in a world I didn’t know yet.The next morning,the therapist came to the 

office where I worked and started reproachingly interrogating me: 

-What,were you there to spy on me,why did you get involved?I didn’t need your 

help,I could have handled that all by myself. 

I was shocked,that meant I wasn’t hallucinating,but other questions arose.After 

explaining to him what had happened,he told me I necessarily had to attend the lectures 

of the biotherapist Alexandra Moşneaga.I did,and many of my questions were 

answered.Alexandra,or Şura as friends call her,is wonderful,benevolent and eager to help 

others,to pass this kind of knowledge to other people,to people who can and are willing to 

receive it.I’ve leraned many useful things,she is a road opener for people gifted with 

extrasensorial perception. 

Many of the therapists discovered and trained by her(I’m talking about the ones I 

know)are modest,good-mannered and have good results in the art of healing.I started 

practicing like I felt,with friends and coworkers,I had nice results,sometimes even 

shocking,but I stopped after a while because I didn’t know how to protect myself from 

the tendency of those I helped to heal-actually I was helping them find ways to heal 

themselves- to worship me,to put me on a pedestal I didn’t belong.Because I felt and 

knew I was an instrument of healing energies and all I had to do was to let myself be 

guided. 

I will recount some of my first experiences of energetic therapist,although 

therapist is too much said,because I experienced this ability just with my 

colleagues,family and friends.One day,a colleague from work aproached me and asked 

me to help her husband,a famous soccer player from our city,because he couldn’t sleep 

and he was very stressed.After two therapy sessions he felt better,his insomnia was 

gone,and he started playing good games for the team.My coworkers’ questions started 

coming: 

-What did you do,how did you do it? 

What was I supposed to tell them?Even today I wouldn’t know what to tell 

them,because everything depends on  the momentary inspiration,when things simply 
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happen,when you know what to do and how to do it,as if my presence were enough to put 

the energies in motion.Of course I could describe the therapeutic process,but in a very 

little measure,because there isn’t a way I could describe the perceptions,emotions and 

feelings of those moments.Certainly,if I had the talent,I could describe all of these after 

just a few therapies. 

Than,the same colleague,who was about to go to the sea in a couple of days,asked 

me to help her,because she had a terrible toothache and she didn’t have the time to go to 

the dentist.It was after work hours,so I accepted the challenge.I did what my intuition told 

me,when she felt a sting in her tooth,than a strong smell of arsenic spread in the room,just 

like in a dentist’s cabinet.I told her I would make her an energetic stopping,because the 

energetic nerve had been removed(she had told me that the nerve of her tooth needed to 

be removed).The smell of dentist’s cabinet could still be felt the next day in my office,it 

was felt by others too,and my colleague’s family was convinced she had been treated by a 

dentist.I forgot about all of this when,two weeks after she returned from the sea,she went 

to the dentist’s.The dentist told her she was lucky her stopping had recently fallen off,that 

she would have been in pain had she went in vacation without a stopping and that he 

didn’t remember taking out the nerve.I was dumbfounded. 

I had other ”adventures” with that coworker,who,for a while,kept to herself,than 

came to tell me that she has cancer because her breasts were sore.I did an energetic 

consultation on her,I told her she has a uterus fibroma and I told her to go to see a doctor 

and I gave her a recipe of the tea recommended in such situations by the monk Mihail 

Neamtu.She went to the doctor’s,and he told her she doesn’t have anything,that nothing 

shows up on her echographie.She didn’t take the tea treatment either.She asked me to see 

her again,and the information was the same.I insisted she followed the tea treatment.She 

chose to go to another doctor who also told her she’s ok,that the pain in her breasts is 

probably because of a recent hormonal unbalance.All of this happened from the summer 

to the fall.Again I forgot about all this,when,on the Christmas eve,my coworker’s 

husband called me to tell his wife was in the hospital,being operated for uterus 

fibroma.She later told me the doctors said the fibroma had been hidden behind some 

bones and couldn’t be seen. 
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Another colleague,a baptist,asked me to help her get rid of an unbearable pain in 

her right arm,that upset her for the last few days.I slowly entered that state of 

receptivity,and so did she,feeling the pain and illness leaving her body,after which she 

felt a strong sting in her heart.Also in her heart,I heard her voice saing: 

-This is from the devil. 

That moment,I said to myself:”Forgive me,Lord,and forgive her too,for she 

knows not what she is saying.” 

That’s when I understood Jesus Christ,I understood what he meant when he said 

”Forgive them,Father,for they know not what they are doing”.Than she started 

yelling,telling me her heart hurts,and asked me what I was doing to her.I told her she got 

back what she gave through her thinking,because I was only doing her good,she was 

feeling well,her arm didn’t hurt anymore,but because she didn’t understand with her mind 

where that good was coming from and because of the false dogmas and beliefs,she hurt 

herself.I was amazed of how quickly things happened in a state of 

relaxation,abandonment,of temporary inhibition of the thoughts. 

This experience was a good one for me,because it taught me to be more 

careful.But beyond all this,I was taken over by guilt,helplessness,questions,realizing the 

many wrong choices I had made in my life,or sins if you will,that made me wonder:”How 

can you,a sinner,do all this?”That’s why,in a moment of sadness caused by the oscillation 

between doing how I felt and the realization of the mistakes I had made,I entered a 

church where it was very quiet,I prayed,and I asked: 

-Tell me,please,why are you doing this to me?You know the things I did,and yet 

you repay with something so wonderful?Can I really help people heal,or am I going mad? 

Then,three hands of light rested on my head,a state of serenity,of peace took 

over me and I knew.It is the will of Mother-Father Creator God,who chooses us,we 

don’t choose Him. 

False piety doesn’t help;if God wants something with you and for you,do good 

and obey,because He knows your sins,your wrong choices and your hear better than 

yourself. 

Than the fights with my husband started,he constantly told me I belonged in an 

institution,he attracted my son on his side,and my friends treated me like a sectist(I 
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shared my experiences with him,who should I do that with if not him,I wanted him to 

rejoice with me,but all I got was insults).It was in vain telling him,my family and my 

friends that there’s nothing magic about what I do,that science will eventually explain 

what’s going on,that I’m a normal person,who just happens to listen to her intuition and 

the senses that go beyond the rational world and their desire to understand and accept,that 

everybody has these abilities,but they’re just not activated. 

I understood then(although I already knew it)that in any field there is 

pioneering,but that humanity refused because of mystical reasons,old beliefs and 

religious education to take in consideration the known contemporary healers,like they did 

with the ones mentioned in religions or legends,with the ones that lived through history 

on earth.That would have forced them to pay attention,to change their ways of thinking 

and living. 

I remember now of a therapist from Suceava,who told me she was taken to a 

biotherapist by her mother,to the one that later came to my city,because she was in her 

final high-school year and she was still the height of a 12 years old. 

Am înţeles atunci (deși știam aceasta) că în orice domeniu există un pionierat, dar 

că umanitatea a refuzat din motive mistice, credinţe vechi si educaţie religioasă să ia în 

considerare vindecătorii contemporani cunoscuţi, aşa cum au făcut şi cu cei amintiţi în 

religii sau legende, cu cei care au trăit de-a lungul vremurilor pe pământ. I-ar fi obligat la 

atenţie, la a-şi schimba modul de viaţă şi de a gândi. Something inside of her unleashed 

there,something beyond human comprehension happened,because after the first therapy 

session,when she went out in the street,she was terrified by what she was seeing.All the 

trees were surrounded by a translucent light,and the people too.Some of them,she 

said,had a big,pure,bright light,and they were beautiful,some others had a dark light 

around them and they made her scared.Besides all this,she could see everybody’s organs 

and intestines,thinking she’s going crazy.This young woman has chosen,like many 

others,to dedicate her life to helping those in need.It’s worth meeting such 

people,because their abilities can activate them in others,in the ones around 

them,qualities that are latent,unmanifasted until then.All of these energetic therapists,all 

of these ”awakened” people,have something to say,they are a sign of evolution in the 

human conscience. 
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In the same period I learned an energetic charging technique from Djuna’s 

method,which implied a certain ritual and certain steps.I started playfully practicing that 

charging exercise,without expecting anything.The exercise implied the creation of an 

imaginary energetic sphere,which you were supposed to visualize,color it,give it a 

density,than dissipate it.Since I have a great imagination,this exercise was easy for 

me,and one day,at the end of the exercise,I managed to visualize a white sphere,bright as 

the sun,to feel it,play with it,pass it from one hand to the other,I felt it alive and I lifted it 

to my chest.That’s when a bright,fluid sphere of light poured out of my chest,entered the 

sphere I had created,than it springed towards the mountains,the Bucegi mountains,it 

surrounded the sphinx three times,than it came back in front of me and flowed back in 

my chest.Better said,I flowed back inside my chest,because I knew that white,fluid,bright 

light is actually me.What I experienced was alive,pure and beautiful, but above all it was 

real,it was another reality that I began to be aware of.Back then I didn’t know much 

about the Bucegi Mountains,except for what I had read in geography books,only later I 

found out they were mountains with a special magnetic resonance,that they are receivers 

of beneficent cosmic energy,perhaps that the reason I was drawn there like to a magnet. 

I was working at a firm that had it’s quarters at the city’s periphery,but also had 

offices downtown.I was transferred downtown,and after a while,a coworker called me to 

tell me,asking me not to laugh at him,that when he had headaches and high blood 

pressure,he would come,under diverse working-related pretexts,to talk to me,because his 

pain went away and he felt relieved.He discovered this by accident,when he had some 

business with me,and being very angry and having unbearable headaches,he realized after 

leaving,that he felt better,without taking any medication and the effect I had over him.I 

then thought to myself that my presence was good for him,because he was discretely 

flirting with me,and I considered it’s best for me to pretend I didn’t notice.All these 

events seemed to be connected,letting me know I’m on the right path,but I kept resisting 

for a long time,because accepting such a responsibility involves giving up many things,a 

lot of changes,and a pure path.Also in that period,I had all kinds of preparatory dreams,as 

I can tell now,for what I decided to do. 
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4. Padre  

 

I had this dream in august 1994:”I was on the sidewalk watching the sky,which 

was very blue,a blue different from anything I had seen before.Than a religious painting 

appeared in the sky,containing a large image of a dark-haired man,with scrutinizing 

eyes.I asked myself:”What is he doing there?Who is he?Is it God?Is that how He chooses 

to show himself to me?” Than another image appeared,of a different man,a black man 

with grey hair.I was thinking in my dream,because I knew I was dreaming:”Is this how 

black people imagine God?Who are these two men?”I answered to myself:”It’s ok,I’ll 

figure out what the deal is with these two images.” I entered the house,when somebody 

knocked in my kitchen window,I went to the window and I saw two children that were 

asking me for bread.I gave them bread,putting my hand through the window glass 

without any resistance,which seemed natural to me. ” 

In 2004, ten years after this dream,a friend of mine asked me to go with her to a 

church where the  masses were held by a priest who had no dogmas,with a high 

conscience of what God and Creation meant.I was impressed with the way he treated the 

people present,like they were friends,like brothers,with great sensibility.This priest 

radiated love through all his pores,you could feel the christic love and the wisdom in all 

of the cells of his body.The deacon was a black man,which was surprising.I went many 

times to that catholic church,although I’m an orthodox.Only a few months later did I 

realise that the images in the sky in that dream were the faces of the priest and of the 

black deacon.It’s interesting how I dreamt them 10 years before actually meating them.  

I then thought that the dream was premonitory and that it was a way of showing 

me a path to take.Yes,the path was beautiful,with a lot of fasting and praying,with masses 

that lifted you to the sky,but something inside of me kept telling me to keep searching,to 

look inside myself to find the truth,because although the experiences from the church 

were unimaginable,something was missing. 

Four more years passed by before I realised that I had left the images in the 

sky,and their place for me wasn’t there and that it was necessary,for my own good,to take 

them down.I was amazed by this revelation,because others had elevated Padre and the 
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deacon way up high,they made icons out of them.Perhaps it’s damaging for Padre too to 

be idolized,but for the ones who do it too.They forget about the Creator God and about 

the God in themselves. 

The deacon was calling the priest „Padre”;after a little while the entire 

congregation called him Padre.To the church where Padre was priest,came people of all 

denominations,they were a mixture of catholics,orthodox,Jehova’s witnesses and 

others.He knew that and he taught them to find their inner strength,to search inside 

themselves,because that’s where to solutions to all of their problems were.He would 

say:”You can see as many priests as you like,but it’s not the priests that solve your 

problems,you do,but in order to succeed try to walk the Path,try to become Christs.” 

The sermons Padre held,his dedication to praying,helped many to awake their 

love and faith,many of them were cured of terrible diseases,or solved social and family 

problems they didn’t hope they could anymore.He would than tell them:”Let it be clear,I 

didn’t cure you,I didn’t solve your problems,you did,because you accepted change in 

your lives,you opened your hearts to love,because God gives you all you ask,as long as 

you know how to receive it.”But the people that are frequenting Padre’s church find it 

easier to think Padre solved their problems thand to take responsibility for their inner 

power. 

In Padre’s church 

During the sermon,I feel peace and serenity,a relaxation so deep,I can see and feel 

air molecules,they are molecules of bright,golden light,but they actually are entities of 

light.Than the air became scented,ozoned,as if I was on top of a mountain,and a cool and 

pleasant breeze was blowing.In that state of inner peace,with my eyes closed,I „saw” all 

of the people in the church,standing or sitting.Some seemed just shadows of beings,some 

others had ovoidal bright shapes,ranging from orange to bright yellow.Than the whole 

church was lifted up in the sky,where the angels were joyfully partaking the sermon.Than 

I started hearing every light molecule in the church,I was aware of them,I could see-hear 

them at the same time,than I felt I could see and hear with every molecule.”How can I see 

and hear this?” I asked myself and I immediately knew:all of those light molecules-

entities were me  – they were also the other people,because we are all one.I asked myself 
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again:Who am I?Am I all of those molecules that I can see,feel and hear?And I knew 

that:you can see,hear and feel only what you are,you are what you think you are... 

But Padre was not left alone,he was different from most priests and he had to pay 

for it.Maybe it wouldn’t have come to this,if he didn’t allow himself to be 

worshipped.But for me it doesn’t matter if he was wrong or not,because I saw and felt the 

strength of his faith and the power of his prayers,like I never imagined a priest could 

have.And so his denigration began in such a twisted and treacherous manner that many of 

the people who cured with the help of his prayers started slandering him and forgot all 

about the energetic support they had from him.We all make mistakes,he is only human 

and if he did something wrong he’ll answer to God,but in a different way from ordinary 

people,because the responsibility he took is greater. 

Padre deserves and I deserve too to take into account only those sermons and 

prayers that one is rarely privileged  to see,feel and hear.So with these thougths in mind,I 

went to the sermon.I felt so much light and peace,so much joy and harmony.The angels 

were singing with us,they raised their voices with Padre and the rest of us to the 

Creator.It was a cosmic dance of joy,that’s how I perceived it. 

I opened my eyes and looked at Padre,but it wasn’t him I was seeing.In his place 

there was a young man who radiated rays of light towards everybody in the church,light 

that surrounded them witha lot of affection.I close my eyes again,and above Padre,on a 

large white canvas,was written in blood:”He’s a martyr”.I opened my eyes again,and in 

his place there was a young man emitting rays of light,he seemed to be a Sun.I asked 

myself:how’s he a martyr? 

I knew from the lives of the holy fathers,from  the scriptures,what it means to be a 

martyr,but what was happening to Padre didn’t match with what I knew.Than I knew 

again:he’s a martyr by modern means.Aren’t denigration,gossip,slander part of the 

modern means? 

On the other hand,I feel I should talk about the things that made me think in his 

attitude,because I’m certain that if Padre would be more flexible,less rigid in his 

beliefs,many of the people frequenting his church would change their lives in a 

harmonious way,becoming free,because now most of them are „addicted” to him and his 

prayers.Addiction is damaging in anything it manifests itself in.Addiction to church and 
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prayer makes you lie to yourself,makes you forget you are alive,and the suggestions that 

make you feel superior for excessively fasting and stay in the church all day take you 

away from reality. 

Although I enjoyed and still enjoy very much the sermons and prayers Padre 

does,because I feel the christic manifestation in him and in the others,I still believe we 

need to keep our feet on the ground and bring”the sky to us”. 

I was aware and I felt for a long time that Christ is the manifestation of the Inner 

God,of the Divine Self-if you will- in all of its plenitude,and when we sometimes see and 

feel Christ,we become so relaxed and freed of thoughts that we allow our inner Divinity 

to manifest itself,projecting it outside of us.Or we see the Christ(I say the Christ because 

we are used to the christian vocabulary,we could call it our Divine Self) of others because 

we are mirrored in it.I believe that the Man we call Jesus Christ reached peace,harmony 

and inner love that he surpassed his human condition,that the manifestation of his inner 

Divinity became permanent and eternal,becoming One with the Creator and the Creation. 

I lived these moments from and in this unity and I know that all the things we are 

afraid of,all the illness and the suffering are illusions.In those moments I didn’t care 

about anything,because I had the certainty that everything is as it’s meant to be,that 

everything has it’s place in the Universe,that I don’t have anything to be afraid of.Jesus 

opened this road for people,all we have to do is follow it through and from our hearts. 

Because the people that rule the world from the shadow,that occult power they 

keep talking about,were feeling in danger of losing their authority,their control and the 

material advantages over mankind,they chose the most abject method of continuing their 

control,inventing christianity,in a completely different way than the way the first 

christians manifested it,for whom faith was in the inner power and in the human 

limitlessness,it was a way to be. 

In order to give credibility to this wretchedness,they mixed knowledge inspired by 

the divine truth with lies and blasphemies,resulting in this culpability and guilt we go 

through today,in psychological and emotional traumas so strong that can only be cured by 

very well trained and intuitive therapists,some biotherapist,some monks and,rarely,by 

priests.But Divinity didn’t allow the to have their way too much,inspiring some 
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contemporary priests and monks with the divine thruths.I will get back to these 

thoughts... 

One day,after midnight,when it was quiet in the house,I wanted to relax my body 

a little bit.I quickly succeeded to enter a deep state of relaxation,than I felt a fluid ray of 

light,of a few centimeters in diameter,lifting me slowly up towards the sky.Iwas sliding 

upwards on the ray of light,aware that I had traversed on the ray several skies and 

dimensions.In some places the sliding became slower,the ray was slowing down it’s 

ascension,being heavier.A voice inside my being told me the Creator Father was showing 

me the way home,where I hadn’t been in a long time(consciously) and,because I was 

missing it so much,He lifted me to Him on that ray of light, a ray that started in my body 

and up to the Creator. 

Things were shown and said to me,I know they are incripted in me,I know I know 

them,I just don’t remember them yet.Everything in it’s right time.I can’t describe the joy 

I felt when I got Home,a joy so great,you could almost die.If the beings in the skies 

hadn’t ”anaesthetized” my senses a little bit,I would have melted in billions of pieces.It is 

very difficult to describe these states and perceptions of great joy and serenity,of truth. 

The next day,I went to the country to my parents’ house,to the house I grew up 

in,where my father lives alone,because for certain reasons my mother can’t live with him 

anymore. I hadn’t went there for over a year,even though the village is 40 kilometers 

away from the city I live in;I just couldn’t go,I felt like I didn’t have the strength,I was 

suffering every time I went there.When I saw how angry my father  was,who in his 

lucidity moments is so gentle,I bursted in tears.A terrible pain was being released out of 

me as I was crying,a pain and an emotional blockage which I don’t know when and why I 

had gotten.Did the ray of light take me to my biological father too?Could this be the 

meaning of the vision I had? 

Just as in the journey with the ray of light,when at a close distance to the Creator 

Father the ascension became more difficult,when I went to my tellurian father,because of 

landslides,I had to leave the car 2-3 kilometers away from the house and I walked all the 

way home on a rough terrain.What does all of this mean?A part of me goes to to the 

heavens to the Father,and another on earth to my father. 
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Clearly the things I’d lived weren’t an accident,there was an answer,which I 

decided to find.So I traveled back to the Creator Father on the ray of light.This time the 

trip was easier and but just as smooth,since it was the Creator Father who reminded me 

and showed me the way back home again.I arrived in a fluid,golden light,gentle and 

bright,of unimaginable sizes-even calling it infinity wouldn’t be enough-in which very 

little lights floated and lived,they were one with the fluid light,but at the same time they 

were separate minds in a single colossal mind.One of those lights was my biological 

father,it was his essential spirit-as he told me,which is tied to his physical body on 

earth,in which there’s a part of his spirit,with which it is tied with a ray similar to the one 

I climbed up to the sky on. 

I felt and saw myself there,and the love I felt can’t be described in words.My 

father and I,my mother,and everybody else had the residence of their spirits,their basic 

consciousness,right inside God’s consciousness,inside the Creator Father-Mather,in the 

Divine Matrix,if you will.And salvation means becoming aware and living permanently 

linked to your basic spirit(you’re linked to it anyway,you wouldn’t be alive 

otherwise),through that ray,but in a conscious way,like 

Jesus,Zamolxis,Krishna,Buddha,Mahomed and other messengers sent from the matrix to 

remind us who we are were. 

I was afraid I was going crazy as a consequence of these revelations and of the 

things I felt.Perhaps it was through my schedule of heavy working,praying and 

meditation that I managed to handle to such an experience,but also by divine support.My 

mother and my father on Earth are my brothers from the Divine Matrix,from the 

fluid,golden light consciousness of the Father-Mother Creator God.Should have I not 

been helped,should have I stayed in that state a little longer,I would have died,even 

though it only lasted for a few minutes.I would have died without any regrets,because I 

knew what there was like,there’s nowhere like home,but I realised that I wanted to feel at 

home on planet Earth and that I will do my best,through the means provided by Jesus 

Christ and other heavenly messengers,to do this,to bring Heaven to me,to permanently 

feel that I’m on earth,but that I live in Heaven.God I wish this could happen,please,help 

me.On the other hand I know that although it feels like I was ascended in the skies to the 

Creator Father,I in fact,descended deep inside my own being,where He resides as my 
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Divine Self,which is  one with the Creator.I know everything is inside of me,that’s why 

I was created”in God’s image”. 
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PART TWO. POSSIBLE FUTURE 

 

1. Messages from the future 

 

One morning I woke up a little before 6 A.M. and,being to lazy to get out of bed,I 

decided to sleep a little more.I don’t know if what I’m about to tell you was a dream or if 

it was that state between sleep and awakeness that generates visions,because it was all 

very real.Let’s say it was a dream. 

I dreamt I left home from work,I took the elevator from the 8th floor to the first 

floor of the building and I headed towards the main entrance.I got out in front of the 

building,I took the stairs to the alley next to the building,but when I was about to step on  

the sidewalk of a street that traverses the city from one end to another,I noticed it was 

missing.In the street’s place there was a tall,imposing building,with stairs similar to the 

ones of the National Theater from Bucharest,starting from the alley towards that 

building.Very curious to see how,where from and why it was there,I climbed the 

stairs,opened the door of the building and entered an immense hall,with a big white bed 

with white sheets in the middle of it,and a woman resting in the bed.When I entered,the 

woman got out of the bed,welcomed me and told me she had been waiting for me. 

I asked her: 

-Where am I? 

-In the future,she answered. 

-What year?,I asked. 

-Nano...(I don’t remember the rest,but it was the year nano-something of the 

Universe). 

-Please answer in terrestrial years,as I know time is measured now on Earth. 

-I can’t answer you that,I don’t know how. 

-Use your fingers to show me,I replied.I was surprized she didn’t know the 

answer,because she spoke Romanian fluently and correctly,well,actually she was 

transmitting her thoughts telepathically,but right away she held her hand up with her 

fingers spread and started counting: 
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-Five,ten,fifteen,twenty,twenty-five,thirty,thirty-five(I enumerated because I feel 

this enumeration is very important,although I don’t know why yet).She than told me we 

were in about the year 35,starting the count from year zero,but that the years don’t have 

the same value I think they do,because time was modified and many things were 

changed.Beings were popping out of nowhere,I knew they were coming at her telepathic 

calling,they were communicating,also telepathically,than they were leaving.I did not 

understand what she was communicating with them,except that it was about my arrival 

there.I didn’t understand what was going on,she wasn’t saying anything to me,at the same 

time I knew there was no need for me to ask her anything or to interrupt her,when another 

being appeared(they were all women,but I know that’s how they chose to present 

themselves).The being stopped at a distance from me and from the one that had called her 

there. 

Suddenly,next to her appeared,out of the blue,a chair and a desk,with a miniature 

computer on it.The woman sat down at the desk and streched her right arm over the 

computer,which turned into a huge,holographic screen(it seemed almost as big as the size 

of the room),on which different images started rolling with a dizzying speed.I knew it 

was a performant computer unlike any other on  Earth,in which the future of the planet 

was recorded.I was told that was the reason I had been called there,to see this future and 

to bring it to mankind.I told her I would try,but that there was no way I could remember 

so much information.The woman at the desk looked at me and told me: 

-We’ll give you a CD on which we recorded all of this information.She showed it 

to me,but it didn’t look like any CD or memory stick I had ever seen.I told her: 

-On Earth there aren’t such performant computers and I don’t know anybody who 

could help me decipher what’s on the CD.That moment I knew I would find that person-

simultaneously with her telepathic thought,which told me: 

-We’ll send you to someone who can help you.Although I don’t remember being 

given the CD,I knew I had it,it was in me,it was me. 

-I’ll call you again and again,she told me,to show you more,to take them to your 

world;than I woke up in a state of safety,gratitude and peace,of joy,because,by the way 

those beings behaved,our future can only bring us good things,if we do our best to 

create it. 
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I was meditating about this dream of the future,when I remembered the vision 

with the Heavenly Father taking me to Him on a ray of light to help me remember my 

way home,the way to my biological father in my native village.I asked myself again of 

the connection between all of these,when I had another vision,or rather a clarity of 

life,which amazed me so much I thought I wouldn’t be able to handle it.I later asked 

myself:what do the heads of religions hide from us?How much do they know?Why do 

they hide things from us? 

I always knew religions are false,that they sell false beliefs to stop mankind from 

waking to the divine truth,than I instantly realised that the Bible quote:”In the beginning 

was the Word,and the Word was God”-is only partially true.I felt something else,I felt my 

Heavenly Father is the basic spirit of my biological father who is in the Divine Matrix as 

a consciousness of light,that he is a little dot,a tiny light in the immensity of light,but he 

also is my brother from the Divine Matrix. 

It is difficult to describe the overwhelming feelings I lived,when I saw and I 

knew and I felt(although I intuitively knew this for a long time),that the Creator God is a 

Consciousness,a Living Energy expressing itself through cosmic Love-Intelligence-

Wisdom,that perpetuates Everything,that is The Life of Everything.This Consciousness-

Universal Intelligence and Love,which by emission of thoughts has created in itself-in the 

Divine Matrix-the Spirits of the whole Creation.Because the first Spirit created through 

thought(because in the beginning there was the thought,or we could call it the unspoken 

word),became telepathically aware of the Creator’s thoughts,under the form of 

Words,this interpretation was drawn:”In the beginning was the Word,and the Word was 

God” 

God is EVERYTHING,He is Thought-Word-Creation.All the Souls and the entire 

Creation are the fruit of Father-Mother Creator God’s thoughts,who emits thoughts and 

continuously pulsates to maintain the life of His Creation,or better said,to maintain His 

Manifestation into Creation.Perhaps the Thought as a divine ideea,precedes the Word as a 

divine action,but because they are both emitted simultaneously by the Creator,we can 

simply call them word.The Universe is always „paying attention” when it reveals 

something to you,that’s why I felt so much joy when,a couple of hours later,after writing 
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the above words,I met a man,a friend who’s presence always pleases me,always makes 

my heart dance with joy,who smilingly told me: 

-You know,words tend to arrange themselves,like in some kind of a hypnosis. 

...As if he knew!Actually he knew I had been preoccupied with words all 

day.With a characteristic wisdom,he answered my question. 

-Do you think words will arrange themselves so that I can describe what I’m 

feeling right now? 

-Certainly,he replied,because although they were created,they will order 

themselves in such a way,that they will acquire new and new meanings,depending on 

their arrangement. 

My intuition told me that the arrangement of words is made in realms,in 

dimensions,in worlds that are unconspicuous and uncomprehended by us,humans,that in 

a fashion known only by themselves,they arrange themselves when you’re ready to 

accept and receive,to let the door open so that they can penetrate.At the same time,they 

get reborn,they continuously re-create from that uncreated energy,from that force that 

gives power to the Word and to Creation.Every second,God The Word re-creates 

Himself,in a continuous big-bang,maintaing this way the entire Creation. 

All the Souls created by the Creator are in the Creator Himself,in the 

Consciousness of His Energy,every Soul manifesting its aspects in all of the existential 

levels,that’s why we too,as Spirits,are multi-dimensional beings,the basic Spirit of each 

of us being inside the Consciousness-Energy of the Creator.Every Soul from the 

Creator’s Consciousness has all of His attributes,including the possibility to manifest 

themselves as co-creators in the Divine Matrix,according to the Divine Law,which is 

encrypted in each of us. 

That is why I believe,like others that wrote about this,that the authenticity of the 

prayer „Our Father” has been tainted over time,because Our Father is in Heaven and 

Everywhere,as an intelligent energy and consciousness that maintains the Aliveness of 

Life.An aspect  of our Heavenly Father,of our biological father who has his basic spirit in 

the Matrix,allowed us to manifest ourselves on Earth.But our basic Spirit is also in the 

Matrix,that is why when we pray to our Heavenly Father ,we can say we are praying to 

ourselves,in order to acknoweledge our own greatness.And because we are a thought-
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word of the Creator,why should we pray?Because the thought of the Creator manifests 

itself in the Creation,and we are permanently inside Him.The same goes for our Divine  

Mother or our terrestrial mother.The Creator Father God emitted thoughts that created 

spirits that have their home in the Divine Matrix or the Divine Mother.So the Mother-

Father Creator God is a single entity.And the Souls created are one with the Divine 

Mother and Father.And yet we pray,using prayer and meditation as an instrument 

through which we can consciously  connect our divine self to our self or our basic spirit 

in the divine matrix,until we will be able to subdue matter,namely our physical bodies,to 

the spirit. 

The Holy Trinity.The trinity that we find in the entire creation:three in three,in 

three,in three...Science can already explain this. 

One aspect of my father from the matrix,of my mother from the matrix and my 

own from the matrix,decide to unite and manifest themselves in a body on earth,to 

experiment under as many as possible varieties the planetary experience.(Could this be 

the trinity?).At the exit of this new trinitary Spirit from the body,every aspect will go to 

His basic spirit with new experiences.What a wonderful playing ground,what a joy the 

Creator has offered us on planet Earth,allowing us to experience life through the illusion 

of separation,so that when we feel homesick,when we arrive back Home,in the 

Consciousness of the Love of our Father Mother Creator God,we can live the extasy of 

meeting again!The Magic of Meeting Again that 

Eminescu,Bacovia,Cosbuc,Shakespeare,Dante and many others,in which the emotion of 

the home memory was very much alive and who had trouble adapting to the planetary 

life,have longed for.But what creative works they left us because of that emotion!... 

I believe that our aspects that manifest their life on Earth wanted to remember 

secrets of creation,to bring these secrets on earth-on earth as it is in heaven-through the 

delivery from the illusion of separation and the understanding of who we are.But these 

aspects manifested this desire because of the thoughts emitted by the Creator,of 

experimenting different emotions for His Children,who are Us,or the Spirits in the Divine 

Matrix. 
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2. The Father-Mother Creator God started Her work 

- information recorded from the future- 

 

 For a few decades now,the earth has been passing,along with our solar 

system,even with our galaxy, through some kind of a light tunnel.At the beginning of the 

entrance in the tunnel the light had  a frequency-vibration similar to that of the earth,but 

as it advances through it,the vibration of the light is higher,the movement of 

microphotons more increased.Ever since the entrance in the tunnel,in that light with an 

ever growing vibration,all beings,in order to help them cope with changes,have been 

„anaesthetised” spiritually and physically,by our brothers from other dimensions,from the 

unseen world,who listen to the Father-Mother Creator God. 

The light originates from  the central sun of the macrogalaxy,which began 

emitting faster and faster pulsations,transmitted in the form of photonic waves towards 

the suns of all galaxies.The suns take over the waves and transmit them further to the 

suns of solar systems,and the suns of the solar systems transmit them even further to the 

planets.Every Galactic Sun transmutes and alchemizes the light received  from the 

Macrogalactic Central Sun,than transmits it to the suns of the solar systems according to 

their own (ever growing)vibration.Than every sun of every solar system alchemizes and 

transmutes the light received through pulsatory waves from the galactic sun if the galaxy 

it belongs to and transmits it further to the planets that belong to it. 

Every moment,the pulsations emitted by the central sun of the macrogalaxy grow 

it rhythmicity and speed in perfect harmony with the growth of the pulsations of galactic 

suns and solar systems.Billions and billions of angels(it actually can’t be estimated in 

terrestrial numbers),coordonated by archangels,by governors of galaxies and solar 

systems,continuously participate in this process of great transformation,by anchoring the 

light in the entire macrogalaxy.The macrogalactic,galactic and universal order through 

which this work is done is so perfect,that nothing can stop it. 

Those who delude themselves that they can stop the Creator from seeing his 

perfection in the manifestation of matter, are just fooling themselves.It’s like a flea biting 

an elephant,and the flea thinks it can tip over the elephant.Beings from all galaxies and 

solar systems are in the ecstasy of waiting for the Great Cosmic Event,many of them 
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coming to our solar system to participate in its passing through the tunnel of light and 

most of all to the jump of the Earth with all of the aliveness of life in another dimension 

of the divine consciousness,in another vibrational plane. 

This tunnel of light is formed of the wave effect of the light being continuously 

transmitted by the pulsations of the great central macrogalactic sun,which are faster and 

faster.The more the speed of the movement through this tunnel is greater,the more the 

speed of the movement of galaxies,solar systems and planets through time 

increases.During this „journey”,beings get more and more „anaesthetized” in order to be 

able to cope with all of the emotional,psychological and physical transformations caused 

by the intensity and the growing vibration of the light.The veils between the worlds will 

fall,or better said the veils of illusion,waking to a conscious life as many people as 

possible,people who will start to perceive the essence of their beings and the divine 

belonging. 

All of these mental,physical,emotional and spiritual changes and purifications 

determine the abandonment of old beliefs,superstitions,fears of any kind,or better said 

their alchemization in divine attributes that create joy,peace and serenity,and 

unconditional love for life and creation.It’s the only way to enter the Grace the Creator 

prepares for us.Because we are now held in the palms of the Divine Grace,but soon we 

shall live in It.When the propagating speed  of the pulsatory waves emitted by the great 

central sun of the macrogalaxy will be so high that it will transmit itself instantaneously 

to the suns of the galaxies,than to the suns of the solar systems,and to planets,it will mean 

that they are united in a single pulsation,that became the pulsation zero (0),which 

signifies the instantaneous death and rebirth of the macrogalaxy,the galaxies,the 

solar systems and the entire aliveness of life.But the central sun of the macrogalaxy 

began the acceleration of its pulsating speed through the photons or microphotons of pure 

light emitted from the central nucleus of light,from the heart of the Father-Mother Creator 

God.At the zero pulsation,the entire Creation melts,becoming one,in a zero time of 

melting,in the heart of the Creator God,becoming a single „I am”being.In those 

moments,every spirit-divinity will become aware of itself as a whole,inside God,as a 

thought of God,as an eternity inside infinity and as infinity inside eternity,or as God 

inside God.Between pulsation zero(0) and the next pulsation,the macrogalaxy,the 
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galaxies,the solar systems and the planets stop moving through time,because time ceases 

to exist.There is only the period of time between the two pulsations,period in which we 

can experiment millions of years in a single moment without even realizing it.The old 

books talk and predict about the three days of darkness,but in reality the Light is so 

powerful that the physical eyes,which aren’t used to it,are blinded by it. 

What do three days mean at a macrogalactic level,I wonder?And who measured 

these days,if time ceases to exist?We humans always need existential reference 

points,perhaps that’s why the visionaries of this period gave it a time,i.e. three days or a 

timeless trinity?The whole creation from the macrogalaxy goes through major changes 

and transformations,because the energy that maintains everything,i.e. the Father-

Mother Creator God,who expresses Itself through love,intelligence,uncreated cosmic 

wisdom-these attributes existing as states of being-prepares Itself to be reborn,to rebuild 

the creation at different levels of consciousness. 

Perhaps another macrogalaxy,with galaxies,solar systems and planets,is now 

getting ready to experience Life as our macrogalaxy experienced it,with everything that’s 

in it.And with certainty the macrogalaxy,with everything in it,to which we take the place 

in the process of evolution,will also make a vibrational jump on different levels of 

Awareness and so on.Because in Creation there’s always a comma,there’s always a new 

experiment added,every particle of consciousness is going through all the worlds,through 

all vibrational planes, as eons pass by.And when you think:”That’s it,we’ve reached the 

apogee of knowledge,we’ve reached the Creator!”,there’s another comma,that opens 

new roads,new evolutionary experiences.That’s when you realize you don’t know 

anything,that you are nothing,that only the Father-Mother Creator God is.And 

yet,you are you.And that overwhelming longing takes over you,that insanity of the 

desire to be again a part of something-to reach again that nothingness where 

everything began,Home,where you started your journey. 

The insanity of all insanities,how can you get there,where you already are? 

And what do we all do?We think we’re Gods and we create weapons to destroy 

Creation?We fill our bellies and we stuff ourselves with food,drinks,sex and destructive 

thoughts?We believe that’s how we create?We think we can rebel against the Creator and 

His Creation? 
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Just thinking about the greatness I mentioned earlier,you can go mad.But to 

believe you can stop this greatness,this work of art of the Creator,this order,you must be 

completely insane,because in his insanity every man believes he can do as he wants. 

Let’s get back to the time between the two pulsations ,when the Macrogalaxy 

will be governed by the Great Central Macrogalactic Sun through it’s governor,who will 

coordinate the Governors of the Galaxies,who in turn will coordinate the governors of the 

Solar Systems,and these will coordinate the governors of the planets,order that will be 

respected after the next pulsation too,or the zero point of another beginning.The 

Macrogalactic Governors will be governed by the vibratory consciousness impulses,by 

the thoughts emitted by the Creator,by the Energy that Keeps Everything 

interconnected,from the uncreated central nucleus of light in the heart of the Creator. 

Another pulsation follows,which signifies point zero,or year zero of the reborn 

Creation,and day 1.Planet Earth is going for the first time through this kind of 

macrocosmic experience,the experience of rising with the whole Aliveness of Life,that’s 

why the passing of the planet through the tunnel of light will bring about deep changes in 

everything Life means.All beings of the Aliveness of Life,right from the planetary 

beginnings through to the zero pulsation,will be freed from everything they created in 

disharmony with the Divine Law,of all the fears,the physical,emotional,mental 

traumatisms.Those who oppose changes purposefully are,in the end, choosing the leave 

the planet;those who do it unconsciously will be awakened through 

diseases,depressions,or by the fear caused by certain purifications of the planet through 

natural catastrophes. 

Somewhere in the depth of our beings we all know these things,that’s why we 

came to this planet and that’s why we all are in a kind of state of resignation,which we 

can all see everywhere we go.This is a positive resignation,because it means 

abandonment in front of God,because you know  you can’t oppose it.But this very 

resignation is what Gives you the strenght to go on,to continue to create,to enjoy life,to 

continue to be in joy every day and every moment. 

There’s another kind of resignation,that fatalism in front of Life that mass-media  

and religions suggests,these being manipulated by those who hope,in their insanity,that 

they can oppose changes,that they can oppose God.That fatalism that urges you to give 
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up joy,to give up „living”.The macrogalactic,galactic and planetary change will happen 

no matter what we do,and the abandonment in front of God means allowing and 

accepting down to a microphotonic level the light sent to us by the Creator. 

What’s actually being prepared for us is the awareness on all existential levels of 

who we are.Who are we?Who am I?We’ll have great surprizes in this 

regard,because,as we get closer to the pulsation zero,we’ll understand all of the wrong 

choices we have made in the eons since we’ve been created from the Divine Thought-

Word,than sent,or thrown out by the Divine breath into galaxies,constellations and solar 

systems,to learn what we already know,but we’ve been covered with the veils of 

forgetfulness,we passed through those rivers of forgetfulness from our fairy-tales or the 

ones of other peoples,to experiment different levels of consciousness. 

When we first came to planet Earth,the veils were thin,and we remained 

connected to the Creator,to the Divine Matrix and to the beings from other dimensions.It 

was like Heaven then.We lived in perfection,we co-created through the DivineLaw,the 

entire planetary ecosystem,we lived in happiness and love. 

But some humans,or sons of God,created the first thought of separation,thinking 

that if they have enough power to co-create with the Divinity,they can take its 

place.That’s because,although they had passed through the river of oblivion,they were 

granted access to the majority of the cosmic secrets,so that they could live in happiness in 

the paradise called earth.That megalomaniacal thought was launched into the 

Universe,the Creator heard it and allowed this experiment to His children,knowing we 

can only exist through Him and in Him,this thought allowing only a mental separation 

from the creator,an illusion. 

And because the Creator God allowed this,that thought was received by beings 

from other solar systems,very intelligent,but created differently from humans,with 

another form,another way of manifestation,which fed with lower vibrational 

energies.Because everything that is alive receives”our daily bread” through respiration-

air is our basic nurishment-because beyond what science knows,the air contains nurishing 

thoughts  or energies and information straight from the Source of the whole Creation.This 

nurishing energy-information can be found in the entire Creation,it is specific to every 

galaxy,to every solar system and planet,according to its vibratory state. 
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Once the megalomaniacal thought was emitted,the human ego appeared.The 

beings that received the thought of the Egos of the sons of God came to earth in their 

cosmic ships.These beings,intruders-being of a lower vibration and frequency,could 

only be seen by the ones who summoned them.And because the vibration of Earth was 

higher than in the place in the Universe where thay came from,in an ingenious and 

cunning way started introducing in people’s thoughts and dreams,especially during 

sleep,all sorts of fears,so that through fear they would generate an energy similar to the 

one of their planet,in order to feed themselves.Because Earth couldn’t provide them the 

energy they needed,because they broke the Divine Law,the one of everyone staying in his 

rightful place according to the Law,they started feeding on people’s fears,which they 

generated themselves through emissions of very low frequency,contrary to Nature and 

God. 

Primordial people,these sons of God,were few on the planet,they participated in 

the creation of the ecosystems of the planet and lived in harmony with God and His 

Creation.They all heard the thoughts about replacing the Creator and,although they had 

the power and they could use it to destroy the ones who emitted them,they respected the 

Law,knowing God was allowing them to delude themselves.Because of them,the planet 

followed a different course in the Creation,in the life of the Solar System and the 

Galaxy,than the one that was prepared for it,everything,of course,with Divinity’s 

approval. 

Life in harmony and happiness lasted for a few thousand years on the planet,but 

along with the appereance of the thoughts of some of replacing the Creator,the others-

sons of God-being afraid of losing their Divine qualities hid them deep inside,knowing 

the moment when they’ll be able to show and manifest themselves in all of their beauty 

and plenitude will come once more. 

Over eons Divinity has constantly sent messengers on the planet,to help maintain 

hope,faith and love,to help to keep lit inside human beings those divine attributes and 

qualities,until the moment of their revealing will come. 

The planet and mankind have gone through these moments created by Divinity 

through its messengers several times,without fully fructifying their Light,because of the 

to deep concealment  of their divine qualities inside of them.But because the people from 
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there,from inside of them cried for help,also the planet that took over and purified them 

as much as possible,behold,God is answering,by creating that acceleration of the 

pulsatory waves in the Macrogalactic Sun,which through the wave effect wraps the Earth 

and the tunnel of light too.We could call it the tunnel of changes and transformations 

through vibrational growth up to a macrogalactic level. 

The people who,through their thought,through their egos, brought beings of al 

lower vibration from other galaxies,together with these beings,are now on the planet with 

all the people since the beginning of times,because it’s the time for the„harvest”; what 

you sow is what you reap.It’s a cosmic decision,from which nobody can be 

absent,nobody can run. 

When God sent His messengers on the planet,the first created sons,then some 

intruders that couldn’t stand the light and the higher vibration of the Sons,went back to 

the places they had come from,and others hid in places known only to them,to continue 

their evil deeds.In time,these intruders learned to take human form,their evil doing going 

so far as to take the form of many leaders who wanted to do something for 

mankind,annihilating them so that they could,or so they thought,finish their work:to 

subdue mankind,by chaining it in „energetic prisons” that create 

nightmares,worries,fears,lack of faith,all kinds of temptations,illusions and lies. 

But in this period of passing through the tunnel of light,the intruders will be 

gradually exposed by the high vibration of light that surrounds the planet,and the ones 

summoned by their egos too.That part of mankind that will receive and gladly accept the 

planetary and personal changes,will easily traverse through the wave of light.They will 

benefit of the greatness of the Pulsation Zero(0),than of the next pulsation that will be 

point zero,or year zero,day 1,of a new stage of macrogalactic, galactic, solar and 

planetary experiences. 

The intruders, who are in a greater number that we can imagine, some will perish 

in the process of the passing through the wave of light, others will try to produce all kinds 

of planetary disasters beyond those caused by the purification of the planet, thinking that 

they can stop The Great Transformation with advanced technologies-earthquake 

generators, hurricanes, floods or another world war. Also through technologies they will 

insert in people’s thoughts unimaginable fears (this can already be seen), or they’’ even 
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create religious holograms on the sky, so that fear can be created from the fear of God’s 

punishment. 

This is where a lot of attention is needed, because many will fall in the trap. Think 

a lot, meditate, use your heart and your reason and feel, because the truth is in each of us. 

These intruders, as I said, are very intelligent, but lack emotional states, feelings. They 

know very well what’s happening now at the macrogalactic level and on the planet and 

they oppose with all of their strength, because now, their fear is greater. So they know 

they don’t stand a chance, even though on the planet exists the Law of the free will, they 

continue with their destructive intentions and deeds, they even insist upon them, but they 

delude themselves. Because The Creator God does not destroy His Creation. 

In the moment of the  pulsation zero, the intruders, the ones who summoned 

them and the ones who willingly obey them for material or financial reasons, will be 

expulsed on a planet with a low vibration, where they will be able to feed on its energy 

and where they’ll have to work make a living. 

The ones who obeyed them out of ignorance or naivety, together with the rest of 

the people who don’t want to awaken and accept the transformations, will be sent to a 

planet with a vibration similar to the one Earth has now, where they will experiment yet 

another cycle of duality, of illusion of separation from God, until they will decide to open 

their hearts and their minds to love. The Creator will send them heavenly messengers, 

who will gradually increase their planet’s vibration. The intruders indulge in illusions 

pointlessly, they will not be able to do anything, no bunker, no matter how deep 

underground and how sophisticated will not protect them from high vibration light micro 

photons. 

The ones that reach pulsation zero, than the next pulsation or point zero, year 

zero, day 1, will enter a light and a vibration so high, they will not be able to see 

anything. It is that darkness the Apocalypse tells about. In this period between pulsations 

some will die, but will be reborn on the enhanced planet. Others will fall asleep, and the 

ones better prepared will remain awake to help others. After the period of adaptation with 

the new source of light, with the new planetary vibration, they will wake up, confused by 

what is going on. They will notice they are no longer sick, that they start to be slimmer 

and more athletic, that they know many things without having ever learned them. 
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There will be a period of a few decades of convalescence for the planet and for 

mankind, of psychological and emotional adaptation to this change. Elders will gradually 

become younger; everybody will be and look about 30 years old. Sons and fathers, 

daughters and mothers will not be able to be told apart, but there will be another level of 

perception, through which everyone will simply know everything about the others. 

 

 Nothing is new in the Universe 

 

Macrogalaxies,galaxies,solar systems and very evolved planets,at the beginning 

of their evolution,wnet through „tests” and situations similar to the one our Macrogalaxy 

is going through now.Technology always evolves before than spirituality,and they also 

experimented the destructiveness of the power of the atom like we did. 

But beyond the power of the atom there is a force a lot more delicate,a lot more 

subtle,a force so great that if man would know it now,he could invent ships that could 

travel millions of light years in mere seconds,without being affected by time.This force is 

felt by some physicists and mathmaticians,they know it exists.Not long ago new branch 

of science was born,quantum physics,which is just the ABC for the discovery of this new 

force,let’s call it omat-from the anagramation of atom.This discovery will be made a few 

hundreds of years from Point 0,year 0 of a new beginning and it will happen only when 

mankind will be entirely ready from an ethical,moral,and spiritual point of view for this 

discovery.This revolution of science will be the greatest adventure in the pursuit of 

the knowledge of the universal beauty of the Creation. 

As I already mentioned,every discovery will be publicised,so that the entire 

mankind can enjoy it.The atom and the omat  are so related,like the two faces of the 

same coin,and yet so far apart.There is no connecting bridge between them,and yet there 

is.... 

The connection will be made by Man,because his possibilities are infinite.All of 

these discovered  Laws will lead to even deeper spiritual and scientific 

discoveries,because from this point on science and spirituality will work hand in hand. 
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3. Amplification stations 

 

But in order to make all of this possible,our brothers and friends from the 

Macrogalactic Sun and from other,more evolved galaxies created in our solar system an 

amplification station of energies,with healing effects emitted through the pulsation of the 

macrogalactic suns. 

So that of these healing energies could benefit the entire Aliveness of Life,the 

angels and archangels offered a part of mankind with such amplification systems of the 

healing energies of love.I assume it’s an additional chakra of the heart,some kind of an 

accumulator-transmitter of benefic energies. 

They are like lights lit in the dark.Although these lights are seen or felt only by 

certain people,it doesn’t mean they don’t exist.From one day to another the number of 

people who awaken,who accept that love and faith are the attributes through which the 

planet and mankind cand be saved,gets larger every day. 

The more lights are lit in the dark,the more the light is brighter,clearer. 

Some people were born with these amplification stations,others obtained them 

during their lives by praying,fasting,doing good deeds,and having a pure heart.But other 

segments of these systems have been activated now,with the help of which people can 

now see sporadically,sometimes even permanently,parallel worlds,those dimensions 

where we co-exist as multidimensional beings,from where they can gather information 

that can prove benefic for our current planetary situation. 

This amplification station of healing energies for the planet is that „Energetic 

Cross of Terra”,about which Melfior Ra wrote so wonderfully.If some people’s 

amplification „station” has been activated,it means that the planet has it too,in the form of 

this energy cross.It receives its emissionns from the Great Macrogalactic Sun,through the  

suns of the galaxies and of the solar systems.Whether we like it or not,we are being given 

everything,and we can only accept or oppose.But we know very well that opposing these 

energies means illness,depression,discouragement.This is why we can tame our human 

ego by loving it and giving it understanding,because for millions of yers it has been 

thaught to be the boss,through mysticism,dogmas,flase beliefs. 
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Although mysticism,religion and dogmas kept us away from the divine truths for 

too long through terrible psychological manipulations,the wheel is spinnig again and now 

it is time for all of this to end.Most people,especially our pious peasants,know that God 

works through people,through signs and because of their pure hearts it will be easier for 

them to accept the planetary changes,the truths that will see the light of day.I’m saying 

this because they would understand it very well and they’d find it normal that 

God,through His messengers from other galaxies,would help our solar system.And even 

if they’d be a little frightened if they shoew up in front of them,they’d do the sign of the 

cross and with the great faith in their souls they’d understand that what’s from God is 

from God.they have so much faith in the power of the Cross,that no entity with separative 

thoughts from God can resist in the face of their faith. 

Perhaps it could help us to try to feel like they do,if we don’t have the faith and 

love for God as well anchored in our being.For these people there was no obstacle in 

accepting and receiving that amplification station of healing energies in their 

beings,becuae they think with their hearts,and they direct their worries towards 

cultivating the land,growing animals,birds and bees,towards household chores.Although I 

said worries,they really are just administrative thoughts of what they have from God,and 

they are aware of this. 

Be aware of these country folks,we will soon need their wisdom.They do not 

involve in the village gossiping,they attend church on Sundays and on holydays,dressed 

modestly but nicely,they have clean households,when you see them in the garden or in 

the courtyard you sense they are one with their surroundings.They are very moderate 

about everything and they love life.They readily and joyfully get involved when help is 

needed in any village events,than they discretely leave.You can rarely hear anything 

about them in the village.They just ARE.Children feel very good around them,and when 

they become adults they feel as if they lived a fascinating story around them,the 

behaviour and the lessons picked up from them positively influencing their entire lives. 

Only now,as I’m writing this,do I realize that I had the joy of having this kind of 

people around during childhood,who were completely misunderstood and overlooked by 

those around them,by their families.And they smelled good,these peasants always 
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smelled good,even when they returned all sweaty from the working the fields,they 

smelled of basil and of fresh mountain air. 

I remember well uncle Viluca,who knew how to fix any kind of 

machinery,radios,televisions,he had a native gift of knowing  where the problem was and 

how to fix it.The entire village was coming to him for this kind of problems,they were 

looking for him from other villages too to fix their tractors and their threshers.He was the 

only one in the village who had a tractor between 1960 and 1985,which he let the entire 

village to use.In spite of all this,he remained the only one in the village with the house’s 

roof covered with straws,and with clay on the floors.He didn’t want linoleum,wooden 

floors,or tiles on the house.He wanted to be ok with what he had,as he had it.His children 

were ashamed,the entire village had modernized,the people were hardworking,and 

because the village had not been collectivized,the food was enough for 

everyone.Although he was the best craftsman in the area,although he could fix 

anything,he lived mostly in poverty,because he never asked for money for his work.Some 

people would give him a little something,others just a simple thank you. 

The only modernization he accepted was getting electric current to his house and 

stable.He was so happy he didn’t need to lit the lamp in the morning when he went in the 

stable,he only needed to press the switch.He was astonished by this invention and told 

stories about things he would have done as a young man if he would have had electric 

current.Electric energy was introduced to our village in 1971,when uncle Viluca was 

about 70 years old.He really enjoyed chatting with my granmother.They were constantly 

joking around and laughing,but my grandmother once told him in a grave tone: 

Hey,Viluca,I won’t be around here for long now,I think I’ll go back to God and I 

want to ask you to play the lute at my funeral.I don’t care what the people will 

say,promise me you’ll do this for me,please! 

-I’ll play it better than ever,I promise you,but I will also laugh at you and I will 

know this will have been the greatest practical joke you ever pulled on me,but also the 

best one I ever pulled on you too. 

My parents and neighbours knew about their agreement and they were amused 

about it.But after about a year my grandmther fell ill and died,at the age of 82.After the 

funeral,there was a feast held in the garden in her memory,right where she wanted 
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it,under the golden apple tree where she liked to rest in the shade in the summer,and 

uncle Viluca showed up with his lute.Miracle:nobody had anything against it. 

My father smiled,nodded his head in approval,and uncle Viluca started playing 

his lute and singing,at first some sad and melancholic songs,the lute seemed to be 

crying,than,with every glass of plum brandy,happier and happier songs,until a part of the 

guests,at first with embarassement,than more and more ralaxed,started singing too.It was 

the most beautiful funeral I have ever attended,of my father’s mother,which I loved very 

much and who knew to depart in such a wonderful manner. 

How wonderfuly these two people, of little education but with wisdom in their 

souls and knowledge in their hearts and bloo, laughed in the face of death!This is the kind 

of people I’m talking about,and they are still among us.Those peasants that when they 

look in the sky  KNOW what will happen next,that have that deeply rooted wisdom in 

them that makes them enjoy everything that comes upon their way,through the door of 

life.Even though I deviated a little from the clear message,the one of equipping and 

activating  the people with amplification systems of healing energies for the planet and 

the people,I wanted you to sense and to become aware of the their power int these 

people.Although God gave everybody these amplification stations,they were received 

only by a small part of mankind,the rest being too afraid to accept them,to accept change 

and their transformation into light. 

 

 

04.01.2011 

 

The great astrologers,astrophysicists and astronomers are all paying attention to 

the changes,to the dancing of the stars,before,during and after the solar and lunar 

eclipses.Although I said the „dancing ” of the stars,we know that these,as do the sun and 

the earth,have their well established role in the Universe.The eclipses generated at a 

galaxy and solar system level,every time changes happen to us people,not even now 

when we have such sophisticated technologies,we are not able to imagine. 

These solar or lunar eclipses cause ,every time they happen to our planet,changes 

in the units of consciousness that are found in every cell and molecule in the bodies of all 

living beings,in the air,the water,the dust,stars,etc.in the Universe,but also in the cosmic 
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void,in the uncreated energy,as thoughts of the Father-Mother Creator God,units that will 

be reunited in the Universe through the Word.Imagine how many units of consciousness 

are inside of you,how many cells-molecules you have and pay attention to how these 

cosmic phenomenons influence you on the inside,and on the outside.Although some 

people complain about the burdens of life,the Creator gives the same to everybody,but 

the receivers are the ones who want and are able.And with certainty,the one who 

wants,will also be able,but in the boundaries of the divine law. 

But in the times we live now,these effects generated by eclipses are multiplying in 

density,information and energy,because the messengers of the Creator,”hidden” by the 

eclipse,in cosmic ships of colossal dimensions,are purifying all information,changing the 

energies of non-love emitted by humanity into benefic energies.These messengers,angels 

or beings from other dimensions,do this continuosly anyway,but sometimes emergency 

interventions are needed.Also,considering that the entire public attention is held by the 

eclipse,they can land modules on earth,to seed the embrios of the great change that’s 

happening right now. 

 

 

4. Social structure starting with the year zero 

The planetary governors will be designated by the governors of the solar 

systems,which in turn will be designated by the governors of the galaxies,who,of 

course,will be chosen by the macrogalactic governor appointed by God Himself.The 

planetary governor will be recognized by mankind by the form and the color of Light.The 

governor of every macrogalaxy will have a council formed of representatives of the wise 

of the galaxies,the solar systems and the planets.Every galaxy will also have a council 

formed of galactic  and planetary wisemen,and each planet will have a council of 

planetary wisemen,from several communities(cities,towns etc.),in which planetary and 

cosmic issues will be debated and analized,and transmited to mankind through some kind 

of a television. 

The planetary governors will only show themselves to the Council of 

Wisemen,these being entities from more evolved planets,having the mission of governing 

a planet of a lower vibration than their own.These governors,and their collaboratorsare 
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actually the angels and archangels of today,to whom we gave mystical 

conotations.Perhaps it would have been better for us,we would have lived in peace and 

happiness,if we hadn’t let ourselves fooled and cheated by the mystics and if we had 

payed a bit of attention to what is going on in nature.Maybe even the ant has a 

consciousness and sensorial organs that are not yet understood by science;it can sense a 

man,but because it can’t see him maybe it can tell itself the man is God,and that’s only 

because it doesn’t have the necessary organs to see in „macro”.But man has other 

possibilities and advantagesnthasn the ant and it is in his power to try to „see” beyond 

appearances. 

This kind of coordination is valid from big to small,namely from the macrogalaxy 

to the planet-community.Because even right now,our brothers from other galaxies and 

more evolved solar systems,angels and archangels,are protecting,inspiring and guiding, 

from the unseen planes,from other Skies or Levels of Consciousness,the entire Planet and 

Mankind.But after Point 0,year 0,all of us will be able to see them when they wish it. 

The workers of the Light,or the awakened,have been intensively trained for 

decades now,through writings inspired by celestial beings through the presence of many 

divine messengers,known only by a handful,who’ve been here for a few thousands 

years,by the prophecies in the scriptures or by the occult writings of different 

religions,through legends and stories of peoples. 

Also in these times,the specialists in various domains have started thorough 

research,followed by experiments,that show,without any doubt,that the power of man is 

inside himself,that good and evil are both in him.Many of these scientists-specialists,who 

started their research to prove the total fiction of spiritual teachings,ended up believing 

the strongest in the Creator and in the Divinity or the inner power of man. 

But since nothing happens by accident,these scientists are prepared from the 

heavens,at a vibrational level,according to their domain of activity,and  they will learn 

after the leap of the planet into another dimension of consciousness that their knowledge 

of today will be the equivalent of a few primary grades and that thy’re starting to to know 

things they never actually learned.They will be amazed of how and when they managed 

to know so much,becoming aware that their knowledge has and will be inspired by 

heavenly specialistsin absolutely all of the existant activity fields.They will succeed to 
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manifest,to materialize some of the information into the physical plane starting even 

now,of some other they are aware,but don’t have the necessary power and energetic 

potential to materialize it yet,and some other information will remain encrypted in inside 

of them,in a latent state,until the moment of activation decided by the Creator. 

Because these specialists ,right after the Zero Pulsation,will begin their activity 

together with other workers of the light in a way they can’t even imagine now,because 

most of them will remain awake during the Period between Pulsation Zero and the next 

pulsation,to watch over those put to sleep by the Divinity in order to be able to cope with 

the passage from one vibration to another,and over those who will „die”.They all are 

today’s workers of the light,of all professions and fields.Today’s psychotherapists,the 

therapists specialized in energetic medicine,the well trained doctors in the planetary 

schools,but open to heavenly instruction,will have a very important role throughout the 

entire process of the passage of the planet through the tunnel of light,in the moment of 

the Zero Pulsation,of the period that precedes the next pulsation,or Point Zero,Year Zero 

of a new beginning,for everybody that the shock of the awakening in a new world will be 

too big. 

But they will have the greatest shock when they’ll realize that,in the period 

between the two pulsations,people close to them,their 

families,friends,brothers,sisters,wifes or children,grandparents or friends,have left  in a 

completely different direction,to repeat another galactic cycle with the illusion of the 

separation from God,in duality,because they didn’t want to,couldn’t or didn’t wish to 

follow the call of their hearts and the mother planet. 

They will all be aware of the great joy,peace,abundance and serenity that is given 

to those that made the vibrational leap into a higher consciousness and they will feel so 

much pain and helplessness,knowing that they can’t do anything anymore,that it’s too 

late,that God can’t be fooled,that they fooled themselves.It is the pain and suffering 

mentioned in the Apocalypse,because they will see-realize how wrong they were.The 

separation will be very difficult for those who will go in differetn directions,but we each 

choose,and no matter how much some will try to go to the elevated planet,they won’t be 

able to pass through the energetic barrier,because it will disintegrate them.They had eons 

at their disposal-heavenly messengers who reminded them where they left from and who 
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they are-but they didn’t take into account their teachings,thinking that their financial 

power and enslavement of others will last forever. 

Because every person will become aware of their inner strength and immaculation 

of soul and,as uncle Ion says,will take their rightful places on their own.In the transition 

period of the planet through the tunnel of light,the messengers from above,each at the 

time decided by the Creator,activated their divine potentials with the help of our 

otherworldly brothers who came here to support and assist our planet.Once the divine 

potentials of these messengers will be activated,they will anchor to the mother planet and 

to the consciousness of the Aliveness of Life  more and more refined,more and more 

subtle ,planetary energies ,acting like some sort of „energetic transformers”,protecting 

this way the ALIVENESS of too intense energies,which could short-circuit the energy 

canals,which might provoke great losses and its destruction. 

I had the great pleasure of knowing and recognizing many messengers of the 

Divinity.Among them there is uncle Ion from Ionestii de  

Arges,who manifests himself in the form of an old,simple man,speaking the local 

dialect,who always says the same story,over and over again,which,if you record and then 

listen to it,you will new and new information each time.It’s not even necessary to listen 

to what he’s saying,it’s enough to be in his presence to feel how he searches your heart in 

its deepest and most hidden places,to feel the blessing and the love of the Creator directly 

through him.But for that to happen you need to open your heart,because in the presence 

of uncle Ion,beings from unseen planes and dimensions,beings of 

light,angels,archangels,suns and galaxies governors,Jesus Christ the Divine Mother-

Divine Matrix flow their energies of love to participate to everyone’s purification.  

Maybe it’s not the time yet,or maybe we don’t care enough when we hear about 

such messengers,but the majority ignore his presence in our country,although it’s a really 

great blessing for this country and people,for all of us.The leaders of the country and of 

the churches know of his existence,but the thirst for power and the fear of losing their 

financial power and their illusory thrones of power makes them indifferent,or even 

agressive.Because they always knew that our inner God,our spirit,our inner Christ has 

been crucified for so long and they are afraid of the Christic resurrection of each of 

us,because then they will no longer be able to subdue and manipulate us.They know even 
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now that in uncle Ion Christ is Alive and that he can „contaminate” others with his 

light,he can awaken them.That is why they made of Jesus’ s teachings a religion,so that 

we wouldn’t become aware of our inner Christ or the inner power residing in each of 

us,and to continue to dominate us. 

But it didn’t work,because God sent us messengers,within each religion,who 

transformed and transfigured the religions with their presence,who helped the awakening 

of the divinity of many people,so their plans failed again.They are the saints,each at the 

time of the manifestation of their divinity in its whole plenitude,being denied by the 

churches in which they were priests,deacons,etc. 

But,although the „pharisees” made religious rituals out of Jesus’s teachings,His 

light got through even to the darkest corners,making their plans useless.Because they 

mixed divine thruths with their lies,it’s the only way they managed to trick mankind.But 

the Truth is a Living Seed of the Light. 

Despite this,groups of pilgrims from many cities go on a mothly basis to uncle 

Ion,listening to the calling of their hearts that the Creator God transmits to them.Many 

pilgrims healed of serious,incurable illnesses,or became chosen vessels,channels of the 

light of consciousness and cosmic knowledge for the mankind. 

Maria Sandor organizes monthly pilgrimages to uncle Ion,13 books with the 

messages he receives from  Otherworldly Beings have been edited so far.From the first 

message to the ones in the present a school of heavenly initiation has been 

started,initiation through refined and subtle information of light,which penetrate and 

purify the subconscious of the readers.  

The fact that she had the courage to communicate to those around her,then to the 

ones with which she formed a spiritual prayer group where she began to receive messages 

filled with more and more teachings,then write and publish them,made this information 

get imprinted in the consciousness of mankind,in the energy of mass consciousness of 

mankind,being then transmitted through very fine particles to the entire humanity.Every 

particle of this light is a living consciousness of the light that will ignite the flame of the 

divine love and of faith in people.But these particles will be transmitted to the Entire 

Aliveness of the Planetary Life. 
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In our country and the entire planet there are a lot of divine messengers,channels 

of reception and transmission of divine information,which with great dedication 

impregnate the consciousness of mankind with higher and higher vibrations and 

frequencies of light. 

We all know that if,between two adjacent rooms,one without windows or sources 

of light,and the other with big windows and an electric source of light,we make a hole in 

the joint wall,light will go through the dark room,making it less obscure;and if we make a 

door with a transparent window,it will become bright.The first room will remain just as 

bright,but it will reflect some of its light to the other room too. 

The same way,the mass Consciousness of humanity will transfer to the 

cosnciousness of each person the light received from the workers of light.They,in 

return,will transmit the light further to those around them,through their mere 

presence.They don’t have to do anything,just BE IN THE LIGHT. 

That is how uncle ion is,his divine aspects and potentials have been activated at 

an old age,to which he arrived decently,with ups and downs,with some mistakes,as he 

says,just like any other man.But from the moment of his visions and of the reception of 

direct messages from the Divine Mother and Jesus,he completely changed his 

behaviour,being prepared through direct and clear heavenly messages,instructed to 

prepare mankind for the Great Judgement,as he calls it,or the Great Passing,when every 

person on the planet will know where its place is.Because each of us will become aware 

of the immaculation of our hearts,and that’s what you present yourself with in the face of 

the Creator.With thw light and the love in your heart,that’s all that matters. 

Uncle Ion is one of those divine messengers that came to anchor the light coming 

from the Central Macrogalactic Sun through the effect of pulsatory wave which created 

some kind of a tunnel through which planet Earth and the entire consciousness of 

mankind is going through. 

There are a lot of messengers and workers of light that participate to this 

anchoring,but because some of them have jobs that don’t allow them to show their 

knowledge,faith and love,they manifest it and transmit it through deeds to those from 

home,from work,from scientific conferences,etc,in order to be able to continu their divine 

missions without problems.Divine mission means respecting the planetary and universal 
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laws that are inscripted in each person and teaching those who broke them how to return 

to harmony with the divine law.They do a wonderful thing,bringing the light where it is 

most needed,to intelectuals,preparing the way for  manifestion forms of science through 

the divine law.They do this in such a subtle,sensible,perfect way that those around them 

don’t understand what’s going on,they just notice something changing in them,without 

knowing how,why and where this change is coming from. 

The role of the divine Messengers and of the workers of light is very important in 

the period between the two pulsations and right after the pulsation zero,when those 

ascended along with the planet will awake in a completely new world,a world they don’t 

know,without a part of their loved ones.These are the people with immaculate,pure 

hearts,but with little knowledge,not succeeding or not knowing how to activate it until 

now.Every person on the planet will then know what to do,because they will become 

aware of their most hidden talents,will know how to use them and materialize them,and 

they will get a lot of courage when they will realize that people with certain cronic 

diseases no longer need drugs,that they feel healthy.They will wonder at this state of 

perfect health,thinking they are living a dream from which they will wake up ill again.But 

when they will understtand the truth.... 

Right after the passing,the first to jump to give a helping hand will be the ones 

with organizational inlcinations,which will proceed to: 

-arrange spaces for those in need of medical and psychological assistance. 

Next will come the spaces for living,better said for sleeping,spaces for food 

preparation and serving. 

-building the first communities 

-searching for sources of drinkable water and transporting it to the communitites 

-looking for other communities,organizing the change of products and 

information between them 

-organizing food producers,agriculture,horticulture,apiculture,etc. 

-organizing kindergartens and schools . 

After solving problems of maximum urgency,people will gradually organize in 

communitites based on empathy,sincerity and skills.No one will be able to lie,because the 

other would know,so everybody will try and learn to live their lives within this divine 
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truth.The ones that made the leap along with the planet,but will refuse to adapt,to 

participate in community life,will be excluded from the community for certain periods of 

time,to handle things on their own. 

These decisions will be made by the wise of the community.Nobody will judge 

them,nobody will hold anything against them,but at the end of that period of time,if they 

come back to the community,people will know they will have learned their lesson,if not,it 

means they need more time.During this period nobody in the community is allowed to 

communicate with them,although they will be supervised with great love.Something will 

make everyone KNOW who the wise,the therapists,energetic 

doctors,teachers,farmers,etc. Are,because the light around them,their auras,will reflect 

their skills.These qualities of knowing,seeing the aura,and many others,will be gained 

once the leap of the planet on the new vibrational plane will happen.The ones that want to 

adapt,but can’t,will be helped by the specialists of the new medicine,which is making its 

presence felt in the life of manking even now. 

 

 

 

4.1  The new medicine 

 

This medicine cotains all branches of current medicine, but with other ways and 

methods of threatment. Medics work shoulder to shoulder with phsychologists and 

psychotherapists, being from now on conscious of the man in his whole, meaning 

physical body, soul or emotional and spiritual. 

From day to day, those involved in healthcare will intuitively know new ways of 

threatment, following several decades, after measuring the actual passing of time, to deal 

with psychoemotional healing or energetic balancing. They will specialize so much, that 

in colaboration with biochemists, physicists, computer scientists and other specialists will 

develop technologies to totally renew organs or body parts, using the energetic matrix of 

the pacients, knowing now that the physical body is just another form of energy. 

This field will contain a totally new selection, with medics and psychologists that 

will inspire the medics that have made the leap with a part of mankind on that planet with 

the vibration-frequency of light similar to that of the Earth before the leap. These, 
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through advanced technologies will be able to monitor and follow the ones who wanted 

to repeat another cosmic cycle of duality. Also, those of the newly formed selection, 

unseen, will be able to take part to the rescue of lives in emergencyes, as angels do for us 

now, they are in fact our brothers from other solar systems and galaxies, with a much 

higher consciousness than ours. 

But every ocupational field will have a newly formed selection with the purpose 

to help it’s brothers that decided to repeat another cycle of duality. But they won’t 

continue life from the present technological level, but will take it from the begining only 

with the knowledge from their memory, striving from the start to keep this knowledge 

and to expand them in another way than the one they chose before. 

 

 

4.2 Chemistry, Biochemistry, Physics 

 

Scientists will discover new chemical elements that they couldn’t even think 

existed, and right after that they will discover The Law of Informational Interconnectivity 

of the Elements, which shows that, altdough these are clear, every element being self 

sufiecient, in special situations of natural balance, some chemical elements will borrow 

information from other chemical elements, becoming the elements they borrowed or that 

gave them the information. 

This pehnomenon happens even now on earth in virgin areas, where man could 

still not enter; the elements balance happens naturally, through reactions known only by 

nature. Lucky that science did not discover this yet, as it would have lead to furhter 

weapons research. This is not about chemical reactions, neither loosing or receiving 

electrons, but about that fine-subtle information that chemists still don’t sense, maybe just 

some „crazy” chemists and physicists. 

At science level, this discovery will have planetary impact on all ocupational 

fields, because the Aliveness of Life, will communicate through angels and spirits of 

nature when in some areas there is a surplus or deficite of certain elements, and humans 

will be able to correct quickly after the discovery of this new law, will discover the 

methodologies to apply it. Chemistry, as a field of research, will be based on the joy of 

discovering the Great Work of the Creator, as will biochemistry and physics. 
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Future medicine will be based on this newly discovered Law and the methods of 

it’s application, especially surgery, that will be replaced by another field with another 

title, that implyes the transfer of information of healthy elements to the unhealthy 

elements of the pacient, regarding the energy matrix of every person as an unique 

matrix, then the matrix of every organ, that will be able to create wholy a damaged 

organ, a body part or the whole body. 

In conclusion, we will stay forever young and will live on the planet for as 

long as we want. In biochemistry and physics, already knowing the Law of Elements 

Informational Interconnectivity, great steps have been made in the study of 

Interconnectivity between beings and the entire nature, that work togheter with the 

Aliveness of Life, discovering that the Interconnection in the Unit of the Alive is done by 

the Law of Microfotonic Interconnectivity, that instantly transmits any information to the 

Aliveness of Life, then to the Solar System, the Galaxy, Macrogalaxy, etc.. For example: 

if a leaf falls from a three somewhere in Australia, the Aliveness of Life will instantly 

know this. Imagine how many leaves fall in a second on the planet and think with what 

speed and imense power is this law working with. 

In these informations that are transmited to the Aliveness of Life, they enter the 

thoughts of people, the words, the deeds, the feelings, the phenomenon’s of nature, 

everything related to the planet, as energetic information and energies. This is why what 

Jesus said stands „I exist in every blade of grass” and that „you can hide nothing”. The 

Aliveness of Life will select what will send further to the Solar System, that will select 

what to send further to the Galaxy, in it’s turn this will select what will send further to the 

Macrogalaxy, and this to the Father-Mother Creator God, in a perfection made by 

Himself. „No hair will move on your heads whitout me knowin it” said Jesus – and it is 

true. 

These new discoveries will fascinate mankind, whitout knowing that this is just 

the beginning of newer and more fascinating discoveries, following always others, that 

will show Wisdom, Love, Joy, Inteligence and Order with which God the Creator has 

created Everything. Order lacks only in the mind of a sick person, but this lack of order is 

just an ilusion, after which Point Zero will not exist anymore, because all ilusions will be 

erased, canceled. Life will truly divine. 
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Scientific discoveries will not be secret anymore, the whole mankind will be able 

to enjoy them, in specially organised ceremonies, in which the Greatness of the Creator 

God and of His Creation will be recognised. Don’t imagine today’s religious ceremonies, 

because nothing of what is mistic, superstition, religion will exist, the whole mankind, 

perceiving now intuitively, the divine truth. There will be that free joy, complete freedom 

that children exhibit sometimes. 

Science will start research to discover the unit that interconnects informationally 

the elements, research will lead to the discovery of other Laws, that will make mankind 

evolve so rapidly and harmoniously that the leap to a higher vibrational cosciousness will 

be easyer to make. 

Sophisticated flying machines will be invented, having the size of a model, having 

sensors with the Laws of Informational Interconnectivity of the Elements and their 

applying methods, that will enable that a certain command, will enlarge the volume and 

the dimensions at the capacity of a flying machine in corelation to needs, and at other 

commands to take off and fly with superlight speed. 

Fuel  will not be required for these discovered Laws will enable, that through 

certain technologies, each flying machine to „produce” it’s own fuel, that will not pollute 

and will not „drain” the planetary resources by it’s use. Others will come with more 

detailed descriptions of these Laws, I can only say that the current science of 

mathematics will be turned over it’s head when this discovery will be made, starting 

another knowledge and research in this field. 

 

 

4.3 Agriculture 

 

Thanks to the climate, agricultors and horticultors will be able to organise very 

eficiently and easily their activity, needing only aeration of the soil,  some adjustments of 

the fruit-trees in horticulture, of the vine in viticulture and of course, seeding-

maintaining-harvesting at ripeness. All pests, and the weeds will dissapear or transform, 

leaving only usefull things for man and the planet. 

There will not be any more domestic animals, as we understand domestic today, 

not having need of them for farming work, neither food, because all food will be 
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vegetarian and fresh. Very rarely food will be cooked on fire, nature giving mankind the 

whole range of fruit and vegetables ritch in nutricious substances for man. 

Because then, everyone will know how to pay attention to his body that will 

intuitively transmit him how to feed. Proteins and other nutrients that are now found in 

the meat of different animals, birds or fishes will be found in fruits of tress and shrubs. 

Even if animals will no longer be domestic, living in nature, they will be very gentle and 

friendly, and if a person would choose to have a pet, it’s aproval is necessary, so that the 

person can comunicate with the Whole Aliveness of Life and offer the pet optimum life 

conditions. 

But this will happen only after 40-50 years after the crossing, when mankind will 

realise that it can make friends with the animals by going in nature, that it can transmit 

encounters telepathicaly when they will want to see them again and that these need or 

want to share some joys with people they made friends with will transmit them telepathic 

messages. There will be no danger that animals will over breed, the Laws of nature 

preparing breeding periods that will keep the whole planetary ecosistem in balance and 

harmony. No carnivorous animals will exist, only vegetarians. Can you imagine a bunny 

playing with a wolf, a deer with a lion, a lamb with a panther? You can start to imagine 

these things now, because this is the way it will be. 

I will return to the link between man and animals, but now let’s return to the 

farmers, that will see how, as years will go by, fruit trees and fruit shrubs, vegetables and 

fields of grain and corn, potatoes and other vegetables and fruits, shall create a very 

powerfull protection and hardening system of their own, this because of human 

consciousness, that is more and more elevated, the reason for everything that hurt the 

Aliveness of Life will die off. 

In total interconnecting of man and nature, this will supply food according to the 

wishes emited from the heart, enjoying themselves in this harmony. The potato will 

improve it’s nutritious qualities and will be eatable raw. It will have a good and inviting 

taste. 

Altdough agriculture, horticulture, viticulture and beekeeping will remain 

ocupations, they will benefit totally new technologies, so that nature will enjoy and be 

glad of man’s intervention, giving him it’s fruits. The communication between man and 
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the spirits of nature will be totally restored, working together just in Divine Law. 

Flowerculture will benefit special attention, this field becoming a real art, especially 

when the floral and bees equilibrium necessary over the whole year (or a nano universal, 

I don’t know how time will be measured) will be taken into account. 

In the middle of any larger community, as a small town today, a large park will be 

established, tens of hectares in surface, that will containt the entire flora of the respective 

region. In the midle of every park, a hill will be conceived several houndreds of meters 

high and a few kilometers in diameter, on whitch a whole range of flowers will be 

planted. The beauty, joy, tenderness and completeness of these oasis of beauty will make 

them springs of health and music for visitors. Music, because the angels of trees and 

flowers will enjoy us with their music, also the ones with the gift of music. Access will 

be free in the park, all people respecting and loving that place, and the people that 

maintain it. Because the only ones working in that park will have a calling and love for 

this kind of work. Smaller comunities will create their parks proportionally to their size. 

 

4.4 Buildings 

 

All houses, schools, threatment buildings (hospitals), kinder gardens and other 

buildings will be built with natural matherials with such architectural shapes as to be in 

harmony with nature and the place they are built on. This can be easy to acheive, because 

people can now be consciently interconnected with nature, with the spirits of nature and 

of its inhabitants, they will intuit, patterns of architecture that will fit in energetical and 

artistic harmony with the construction sites. 

Also people, through common will and desire will be able to materialise certain 

things and matherials that are required, but respecting the Divine Law, an intuitively 

known law, encrypted in people and all Creation. Everyone will build his dwelling 

according to his needs, not being permitted to build large houses, imposing with 

numerous empty rooms, the criterions to apreciate and respect a person being different. 

People will be respected and apreciated as beings, sibling, regardless of the function of 

profession. If one person would have more success in discovering and inventing new 

things, everybody will rejoice, because through colective consciousness everyone will 
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know they had a part in the discovery; envy will be eliminated totally from the lives of 

people. 

 

4.5 Learning 

 

Primary school teachers, educators, high school teachers, whom I will call 

generically teachers will be instructed by the wise of the region they live in. The wise are 

the ones that will anchor divine thoughts and divine light in this new land, preparing 

toghether with all beings for another vibration leap after the passing of a galactic cycle, 

because in the universe everithing is in motion and evolution. This will be up to the wise 

of those times, for us this knowledge is enough. 

The teachers will start training their pupils by helping them know, perceive and 

interconnect with the Whole Aliveness of Life, from ant to star. As they grow, children 

will choose naturally the field in which they want to evolve in, whitout obligations to 

learn or do trades and jobs that don’t become them. They will just know what is best for 

them, teachers will also intuitively know this, and those that have certain aptitudes for 

more fields, will be helped and guided by psychoterapists, of whom’s working methods 

will be entirely new, inspired by Divinity and angels. Children will be guided in such a 

way, as they will be conscious of what field should they choose, other fields remaining 

hobbyes. Of course teachers will notice aptitudes and talents of small children, every 

child being guided to what best fits him, in the same time learning new things, to form an 

overview, o view upon Life. 

The whole school will be based especially on the knowledge of the Aliveness of 

Life, of the methods of communication with units of nature’s consciousness, aspects that 

awake and are alive in everyone, who we call angels, elves, fairies, elementals, spirits of 

nature and stars, angels of Divinity. They will be taught to respect the mother planet, that 

supports them, protects them and feeds them. After graduation of the so called primary 

grades and hight shool they will go on to more profound learning, in physics, 

mathematics, chemistry and biochemistry, geography, solar system, the galaxy and 

history of mankind, but as it was in reality, the historic data of humanity being recorded 

by our solar brothers with special devices, for keeping in the galaxy archive. They will 

give us these recordings. 
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Altdough I said elementary and high school, every child will learn in his own 

rhytm, with no prejudice concerning the school, memory, prowess in learning, because 

whatver the children’s rhytm to study, they will respect and love each other, so the adults 

will have a whole new system of perception and behaviour twoards children, respecting 

them since young age. Everything will take place naturally, children of the same age 

being students, others in high school and others in elementary school, whitout this 

causing envy for ones over the others. 

But the organization of schools will be another one, taking into account in the first 

place of each child’s intellectual and emotional capacity. For universitary studies, only 

the well prepared will be selected, with talent and desire to know more, to specialise in a 

certain field. The selection criterion will be based on results of their work in the previous 

years, but also on the decision of the wise, who will see in the aura of each the creative 

potential and fields twoards each is enclined. 

Theachers will attend each to his specialty, on fields of activity. Research will 

have a lead role in every field, each scientific breakthrough being celebrated by 

comunities on the entire planet by dance and song, this being a way to thank the Creator 

for the miracle of Life they all take part of. Every people will be respected the same, the 

janitor as the researcher or inventor, rewarded the same way by the comunity for their 

work, considering that whatever the profession, the needs of the individual and family are 

the same. The difference between them will be just the place where they do their work, in 

the sense that each are presented with the facilities, matherials, tools and instruments to 

exercice their professions in the best possible  conditions and optimum circumstances. 

The man is respected, not his proffession, what a person does with his profesion, 

everyone being conscient that the Divinity enriched every person with as much talent as it 

saw fit. Children are thought these things from a young age. 

 

 

4.6 Planetary Laws 

 

Love and respect your inner power – because it is the power given to everyone by 

the Creator, it is the God whitin in human form. 

Love and respect yourself wholly: body-soul-spirit. 
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Love and respect interior power, the God whitin every man, because such as you, 

another one is part of the Whole, of Everything. 

Love and respect every Person as a whole: Body-Soul-Spirit, because this is the 

way you prove you love yourself. 

Love all the animal and vegetal kingdoms. 

Love and respect the water and the air. 

Love and respect the planet you live on. 

Love and respect your brothers from other solar systems or galaxies the you will 

encounter and their way of being. 

Love and respect their planets with the entire Creation on them. 

Inform yourself and respect the Laws of the planet you visit. 

Learn and respect the Laws of the solar system and the galaxy, because there shall 

be free passage, you will be able to go anywhere. 

Love and obey the rules of the comunity in which you live or you visit. 

Love and respect your family, the members of the comunity and coleagues. 

Other laws and regulations, specific to every activity domain. 

 

Law 1. To love and respect the interior power means to consult with yourself 

permanently, mind-heart, so that the choices you make can help you to grow this power, 

that means the evolution of interior personal power, that never ends, but which always 

brings new joys, ever greater, through continous access of other planes of conscience, of 

other worlds, with higher vibrations that the one you live in. 

Law 2 .To love yourself wholly, to accept what you created, what you chose, love 

yourself as you are, conscient that you can choose to experiment something else anytime. 

It won’t be difficult because the duality will not exist anymore, people won’t even 

remember what this means, and all these laws enumerated an subscribed in each, as 

knowledge and consciousness. All these writings serve to know now, before Point Zero, 

to be easyer activated in everyone’s conscinece. 

Law 3. Love and respect the interior power a every man, conscient that the 

Creator God gave every person power as he saw fit and that everyone’s interior power is 
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a whole, that belongs to the Creator as does to us and it manifests through the colective 

Consciousness of mankind or the mass Consciousness. 

 

Law 4.Love and respect everyone as a whole, as he is. It will be easy enough, 

considering we all will keep young, at the age of thirty, we will all be thin, handome and 

very inteligent, our bodies will be a litle different, diaphanous and enlightened. 

 

Law 5. It’s very important con understand that even now every animal and 

vegetal regnum (birds, marine and river animals, insects, reptiles, etc..) has a conscinece, 

a colective spirit, that receives every thought, atitude and our emotion and whitch can be 

influenced by us. How well has Eminescu put it:”the river, the forrest, is ally to me only” 

and so it is, because the whole nature feels our feelings and helps in an undescribeable 

and „miraculous” way, according to the present labelings. 

No animal will be killed, it will die of old age, but completely healthy, because 

there will be no diseases in the animal or vegetal regnum. 

The trees will be cut only in certain conditions, in selected times and periods of 

the year, just for well determined necesities, such as building a dwelling, schools, etc.. for 

this highly trained specialists will be employed that know the tree, when can it be cut, 

what can be planted in it’s place, etc.. Our elders that live in the mountains still remember 

times when they walked two or three days through the forrest until they found a fir, beech 

or oak tree that was needed to build a house or an outbuilding, they knew that nature had 

to be respected, loved so it would give what you want. They wouldn’t break these 

unwritten, ancestral, laws for nothing in the world as they were passed down through 

family and tranditions. This is the way they could survive milenias of life’s hardships. 

And then certain persons were natively given this knowledge, that they modeled 

and perfected with ones that had more experience. But now, science will prove why this 

knowledge is needed and how it helps us. 

It’s possible that this knowledge of our elders in the mountains, that is found in 

other nations, to be passed down from generation to generation as local habbit, as an 

unwritten law, as is practiced in mountain and village regions, even by the first peoples 

on the plante, those that, after creating ecosystems and „filled the planet” with life, came 
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here from other galaxies, to settle the first human comunities on the planet. Many of us 

could be the descendents of these first people on the planet, old spirits created once with 

the universe, or we could be actually them, came over time, to reap the harvest over the 

eons on the planet. 

All this made me remember an event about twenty years ago. It was the begining 

of the spring and I was comming home from work. My work place was at the edge of the 

city, on one of the industrial platforms. I got up on a bus filled with people tired and 

confused by the recent political events in which they put many hopes. We were cramed 

like sardines, when I felt something moving on my neck. A man in front of me said to 

stand still, because I had an insect on me. He took it and wanted to throw it and crush it 

underfoot. I asked him not to throw it and show it to me. It was a lady bug that had just 

waked to life. I took it in my hand thinking to release it when I got out. 

- What will you do with it? Asked a old lady that has seen the whole scene. 

- I will release it, I will put it on a tree close to my destination. Then, the lady bug, 

because I didn’t tighten the fist not to squish it, had exited on a side of my hand and 

started to take a walk on my hand. Everybody started to pay  attention, less my coleagues 

that were ashamed of what I was doing, but I didn’t care. It walked on my hand up and 

down until it fell to the floor of the bus. Somebody noticed: 

– Don’t move! Then he took the lady bug, gave it to me and asked me:  

- What will you do with it? I answered that I will take it with me until I will get 

off the bus, then I will look for a tree to put it on, because it also has a right to live. I 

always remember that episode, because slowly, slowly, everybody on the bus became my 

allyes in saving that lady bug, that escaped several times and every time was resqued by 

somebody else. It was like we all became some children responsible for the life of the 

lady bug. 

These feelings of respect and love for anything that is alive will activate in 

ourselves and we will perceive easily what we need to do, how to behave in certain 

situations, even with our brothers and sisters in the Aliveness of Life, the entire vegetal 

regnum, animal and mineral. They say Francisc of Assisi, Arsenie Boca, Budha and 

many others, held speeches and prayers for animals, and they listened and perceived their 
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messages, by energetic vibrations of words and interior power they transmited. It’s in 

everybody’s power to awaken and accept these aspects of communication. 

 

Law 6. We all know how smart and playful water is,what a good memory it has.It 

can,in isolation conditions(virgin places,where man hasn’t been yet,or in the form of 

icebergs),keep information alive even for millions of years,than return it to nature and 

mankind after getting out of isolation.This information can be „read” by claivoyants,who 

know how to communicate with water. 

I remember now the children story,writen by Lidia Barsan,”The snitching 

brook”,about a mountain brook that told all the secrets of the village it went through.Is it 

really a story,I wonder?If we love and respect water,drink it,wash with it,water gardens 

with it,what will happen?We will drink,wash and water our gardens with energies of love 

and respect contained in the water.Same as air,which is also a great receiver,keeper and 

transmitter of information.We love and respect air,with its qualities described above,and 

then what happens?We will inhale,along with the air,the energetic information of love 

and life that are in it,the energies emitted by our solar system,galaxy and others captured 

and accumulated by it.It is a continuous energy circuit between the aliveness of 

life,people and elemets of nature,and in this circuit everything you give you get back 

thousandfold.It is the Law of Life:you will pay for everyting,meaning that any thought-

word-deed creates a cause that generates an effect which returns to the one that created 

the cause,etc. 

Law 7. To love and respect the planet means to love and respect the Aliveness of 

Life that the planet sustains,Aliveness of which we humans are a part of too.What an 

oasis of joy and love the planet gives us if it feels our love,our protection and our respect 

for it!We can already do this,because all of these laws are written in us,and they will be 

easier to activate to the maximum level once the leap of the planet into a higher level of 

vibration,into a great consciousness,like the one of the saints,will happen. 

Let’s all schedule a time,once a week,or once a month,to do something for the 

planet that sustains us:to clean mountain springs,to pick up the garbage thrown carelessly 

by people with a rudimentary level of consciousness,by those „wise guys” who still think 

that power is in the muscles or in the money,lying and manipulation.The best way is our 
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own example,and if they will laugh and mock,they will die on their tongues,when their 

children and nephews will condemn them.And children and youg people don’t give 

up,when they feel something is right and beneficial. 

Their efforts to manipulate the young are pointless,they succeed with some,,but 

even those will wake up,because this generation of young people was born with a 

different level of counsciousness,much more elevated,and even if in some it was stopped 

by parents’ are teachers’ ignorance,it will still get triggered in them at some point,and 

they will take action.They will take action for a clean,beautiful planet,for a dignified and 

ethical life. 

I ask the teenagers to have courage,to tell their points of view and to take action 

calmly and wisely,because the longer they wait,the longer the ethical filth will 

continue.They say that when you take a step,God takes one thousand steps towards 

you.So take that step,create NGOs,put the world and the energies in motion,give your 

talents to the world,and create!You may have the money,but if you don’t have the 

courage and you don’t take action,you’ll never succeed in anything. 

I talk so much about youn people,because I had the „chance”,when I was running 

a production section in the food industry,to work with young students,hired 

temporarily,just for the duration of the summer-autumn season.Most of them,probably 

according to their education,came to work to make some money,but without the desire to 

do any actual work,thinking they will be able to „cheat”.I liked them all,I respected 

them,and I showed them my love and my simpathy,and in a short while they all learned 

the way things worked around the section,the basic procedures,the equipment and even 

some of the simpler preparation techniques. 

An year two college student learned all the equipment in just two months,he was 

able to find and fix problems with it.All of them,the girls and the boys,got deeply 

involved in the work and in the problems of the section,and they came to overtime every 

time they were needed.With them it was easy,it was more difficult with the „veterans” of 

the section,who knew every this and that,very good workers otherwise,but they opposed 

everything new,any new product.According to them it was not possible.The first few 

months after taking over the section,I was „that woman”,but after a few good results I 

became somebody,I became „the boss”.I,of course,tried to get  them to be paid according 
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to their efforts,and,although the leaders of the firm disliked it(the administator was 

calling the workers slaves),I was onest and fair to everybody. 

This is how I came to realize that even the older generations can be educated 

through respect and the fair payment of their work.Also in this section,sort of like a 

game,I used to remind the workers every day to take care of the raw 

material(fruits,vegetables),of the auxiliary equipment,because so many people had 

worked before in order for us to have these products,that the land went through 

winter,cold,rain and hot summers,that people worked it so that we could have these gifts 

that are called fruits and vegetables,that we used in the section as raw material.We only 

made 100% natural products. 

But I keep jumping from one thing to another,although,as one of my friends 

says,everything is connected.If you love and respect,that’s what you get in return,even if 

not directly.And I now know that,the more of us will learn to love ourselves,to accept 

and respect ourselves,the more others will be „contaminated” too,until eventually 

mankind and the planet will become what they were meant to be,a civilized and 

moral mankind on a beautiful,clean and living planet. 

Law 8.Respect your brothers from other solar systems or galaxies,and their ways 

of beeing.I think this is a fair law,because we weren’t all created the same,their bodies 

may be different from ours,less or more beautiful(according to our perception),with ways 

to be different from ours.Even before the zero pulsation,the beings that came from outer 

space will become visible,because the Light emitted by the Great Central Macrogalactic 

Sun,which accentuates by the day,will make everything hidden come into  sight. 

Some of our brothers came to Earth within the Law,respecting the Divine 

Law;they are more evolved than the others,they give a hand in the moral and energetic 

recovery of mankind and of the Aliveness of Life.Some show themselves in the daily life 

in the form of renowed healers,with results that amaze science,others work in research in 

various fields,others do their duties in secret,such as 

teachers,doctors,therapists,peasants,workers,etc.,because it is easier that way to break 

through human mentality.They only work within the Divine Law,which they know 

beacause it is written within them and each of them knows how to access it.So,no matter 
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how much desire or power they may have to force things for the planet,to speed up the 

healing of the planet and of mankind,they respect the Law. 

Mankind had a great chance,it was blessed by their arrival on our planet and by 

the responsibility they took to reveal that other brothers of ours from other solar systems 

and galaxies came to the planet to subdue it,to enslave mankind for their own use and 

satisfaction. 

I wondered many times and I am now sure of what I’m saying;does God want us 

slaves?Is there any sane human parent who wishes to make his children slaves?Do we 

think we are above our Creator,such as to love our children more than He does? 

”Us,sinners,your slaves”-expression that we can find in many of the christian prayers.It is 

possible that these rebels,these beings that came to the planet disobeying the Divine 

Law,intervened in the spiritual movement initiated by Jesus through intruments,teachings 

and prayers that awake the inner creative and moral power of people,”un-enslaving” them 

from the suggestions and the fears inoculated in them over thousands of years.These 

rebels-intruders may have inserted this expression in the christian prayers,in order to 

amplify their suggestive power;this can be confirmed by psychologists. 

How many well trained psychotherapists and healers does mankind need to be 

purified of these fears and suggestions,transmitted through genes and also through 

education?I’m going with the idea written by others, that these rebels,these beings from 

other solar sytems that came to Earth by breaking the Law,couldn’t stop the movement 

initiated by Jesus in any other way but by using His teachings.Being very clever and 

counting on mankind’s intelectual „laziness”(which they also inoculated),they 

transformed this movement into worshipping, idolizing Jesus,creating all kinds of 

mystical practices that we can still see today.And so to make mankind fall into he 

trap,they inserted their lies into the truths and teachings of Jesus. 

But despite this,what Jesus has sown is starting to bear fruit; the inner strength,the 

Divine or Christic Self is awakening in people.Because right there,in the religion that 

they have created,enlightened minds kept His teachings alive,which are nothing but the 

Code of Divine Laws,which can be found in everyone and that He activated in those 

around Him.It is possible that Jesus Christ was one of our brothers from another 
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galaxy,who came down to our planet with the purpose and clear mission of freeing 

mankind from the chains of fear,superstition,cowardice,lack of creativity,etc. 

This is why this Law is so important,because soon we will „see” everyone who 

came from other galaxies.We saw and felt on our own skin what it’s like to be 

enslaved,to have our minds subdued,to live without joy and peace.But because every 

deed will be judged,you have seen above what their fate will be at the pulsation zero. 

Another implication of this Law is that,after point zero year one,our planet will be 

continuously visited,out in the open,by beings from other parts of the Universe,and 

mankind will have the chance to visit many planets from our and other galaxies,all of 

these places being governed by joy,love,respect for the Creator God and the Entire 

Creation.We will see and talk to angels and archangels,our unseen friends from 

spiritually,ethically and morally superior galaxies to ours,who are now helping our 

planet.” Treat people the way you want to be treated”  is valid for the whole Creation, so 

let us be aware starting now that times will come for which we are preparing, times in 

which we will have access to other worlds, that we will have to love and respect, to know 

their ways and laws to be able to live in harmony and stability with them. The better and 

more carefully we will prepare, the easier to handle will be the impact that these changes 

will have on us, because it is always easier when you know, at least partially, what to 

expect. 

Law 9.Love and respect the planets with the entire Creation on them.We will visit 

other planets from different galaxies,where the beings living there have a way of life 

different from ours.They may have a completely different vegetation,breath a different 

air,and those who visit them need equipment and special accommodation 

conditions,which these planets,through its representatives,will have to provide for them. 

Law 10.  Get informed on and respect the Laws of the planet you are visiting.We 

have to respect their planetary laws,to find out what they are before visiting,so as to be 

able to enjoy together the chance given to us by divinity to see different worlds with their 

ways of life. 

As I said in Law 9,some planets may have a different kind of life,a different 

breathing and feeding way,and if the planetary reprezentatives create favorable 

conditions for us to visit,it is right to respect their laws and rules,showing them that we 
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respect them and at the same time proving to ourselves that we love and respect our own 

lives.We’re living in an age where this is very close to happening – and the fear of the 

unknown,deeply seeded in us,could be freed or at least improved through becoming 

aware of the possible future achievments of makind,among which this one too. 

 

Law 11. Learn and respect the Laws of the solar system and of the galaxy,because 

there will be free passing,you will be able to go anywhere.All of this will be well 

organised,in the form of laws and rules,for traveling in our galaxy,and in others too.The 

Macrogalactic Council,represented by its Governor,will make these laws and rules for 

every galaxy,solar system and planet,as basic rules and laws,which every galaxy,solar 

system and planet will adapt,according to their way of life and the conditions each will 

have to create for their brothers from other galaxies;”cosmic tourism centers” will be 

created,similar to the tourism agencies existing now on Earth,where representatives of the 

entire Universe will colaborate to find solutions for the desires of all tourists. 

This is what it’s going to be like after point zero,except tourism will be not only 

planetary but also macrogalactic.Of course,hundreds of years will pass,perhaps four or 

five hundred starting from year one,before all this will be a thing of the ordinary.But 

don’t be afraid,most of the people who will be there in the year 1 day 1 of the new 

begining  will get to live these times of great changes in the evolution of mankind.I will 

always remind poeple that all the fears,superstitions and fake beliefs have been 

removed a long time ago from mankind,being replaced with the faith in the 

unlimited evolution of the human being,with the joy of living in peace and harmony 

anywhere on our planet or on any of the planets of the Universe. 

 

Law 12. Love and respect the rules of the community in which you live in or 

which you are visiting.In each community the planetary Laws and Rules will apply,but 

each may have additional rules.These rules,however,will exist only to make life in the 

community easier and they will be easy to respect by all the members of the 

community.The saying „rules are made to be broken” will forever dissapear,because 

these new rules will be a natural part of the the way of being,feeling and living of the 

people,they will be in perfect harmony with the demands,expectations and desires.And 
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even if these rules will be written and taught,the common sense that will manifest in each 

person will make them respect the rules even without knowing them,because they are 

written in everyone,and the „perturbators” of souls and consciousnesses will no longer 

exist. 

Law 13.Love and respect your family,the members of your community and your 

colleagues.Through love and respect a harmonious connection will be created between all 

colleagues,members of the family and of the community.Every person will be taught 

since infancy to accept the others as they are,that no one is above the others.Family,as the 

main ethical and moral supporter of mankind,will be protected through law,family being 

the starting point of learning for everyone.Every member of the family will understand 

and accept the other as he/she is,the members of the community and the colleagues 

also,and the concealment of truth will be out of the question,for now everyone will be 

able to see the light,the others’ auras.You have no other solution than to be sincere and 

perfect,ideals and desires we all reach after;the Creator gives them to us as of now,so that 

when life will only be possible in perfection we will be well prepared.We have learned to 

hide even the smallest things in order to not hurt those around us,those who perceive 

things differently from us,but this will soon be over.That is when we will live in the 

plenitude of our beings,just like Jesus. 

 

Law 14. Other laws and rules,for each field of activity.Here things are 

clear,because the rules valid in education,for instance,will be different from the ones in 

medicine,the ones in atomic research-different from the ones in transportation,etc.All of 

these rules and laws are given as their essence,but they will be complete,ample and 

clear,for each and every field. 

By respecting all of these laws,you prove that you love God the 

Creator,yourself,along with the entire seen and unseen Creation. 

But for all of this to happen,mankind has been intensely prepared,for about 20-30 

years now,through messengers of light.They are coming from different social 

environments,ranging from simple people to licensees of prestigious universities.They 

easily recognize each other and they feel good together,they accept,love and help each 

other,even when they just met.They excel in all activity fields(such as 
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medicine,mathematics,physics and psychology),despite not being understood by their 

colleagues. 

Peasant or mountain healers,also the ones from cities,are getting increasingly 

acknowledged;they faced their own fears,their families and friends and started to fulfill 

their destinies-to help the progress of energetic medicine and psychology,through learned 

or intuited methods which they use as a basis for the treatment or therapy of the people 

who can’t get any help from allopathic medicine,or worse,don’t even get a diagnosis-

many of them being considered hypochondriacal by their families or doctors. 

We are definitely in the period before the pulsation zero,when all the worlds all 

merging into a single entity,because what is happening now on the planet coincides with 

the predictions of the ancients,who foretold the end of this world and the beginning of a 

new one,meaning that a radical change will happen in the consciousness of 

mankind,which will lead to another level of understanding of life –taking care,respecting 

and loving the entire Creation along with the Aliveness of Life. 

The planet started its purifying process years ago through all kinds of natural 

calamities,but apparently some irresponsible people,in their thirst for power and wanting 

to preserve their material and financial privileges over the world,”manufactured” 

themselves all sorts of disturbances and disasters of the planet,in order to create even 

more panic,and,probably,to pose afterwards as „saviours” in difficult moments and regain 

the control which they are in danger of losing.They have the experience of thousands of 

years in this kind of maneuvers and they are surrounded with very skilled people,experts 

in various fields.These do it for personal gain or under the threat of having their families 

or themselves destroyed. 

The mysteries of the Universe can be intuited by some people,can be  

deciphered,to a large extent,by science,at least that’s what we believe now.But,although 

man is created in God’s image,he can express these divine qualities and attributes only by 

respecting the cosmic law,that is why it will be impossible for man to see mysteries that 

the Universe doesn’t want to reveal. 

So,we can intuit some events,we can even predict them,but nothing is sure,the 

future isn’t static,it’s in a continuous movement and transformation,based on the thoughts 

and the energies mankind emits every second.That is why some predictions happen,and 
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some don’t.Maybe a moment will come when a large part of mankind will spontaneously 

have a pure thought,an immaculate thought of love,a thought of becoming aware of who 

we are,a thought to which all children and teenagers will adhere,to give the planet the 

impulse to transcend into another plane of consciousness-when the universe will open its 

gates and allow it.This may happen during the pulsation zero,or some time before,to 

allow us do adjust more easily to this cosmic moment to which our planet is invited too. 

For the mother planet and for mankind it will be the greatest cosmic 

event,because it will return to what it was in the beginning of times,a planet on which 

people will experiment love and the beauty of life through the aware and permanent 

connection to divinity,a planet on which duality will only be known from the history of 

the planet. 

Let’s hope that the majority of mankind will go through these changes without 

any problems and that we’ll enjoy together what the Universe is preparing for us,that 

Earth will get back its rightful place in the galaxy.I believe we are incredibly privileged 

to live in these times of change,because we will take part to one of the most grandiose 

macrogalactic spectacles that ever happened,that will pave the way for new opportunities 

of experimenting and expressing life. 
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The Mystery of Life 

 

The Mystery from the Secret of Secrets 

Is you,or him,or her,or I 

Hidden in the revealed 

Depth of Creation.  

 

It’s everywhere around us 

Inside us,in the dust,or in the suns, 

In the mountains,the insects or the flowers 

And in the green of the forests. 

 

In the eyes of children laughing, 

Or of the ones that cry, 

In the sweet milk of the mother, 

Or in the creativity of the father. 
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In the sun of the morning 

And in the joy of life, 

In the starry nights 

And in the scented love. 

 

 

 

Eternal Love 

 

 

I have been loving you for eons 

But see how much I love God 

The Mother-Father  Creator 

Who put a spring in my heart 

Forever running 

A river of love. 

If you want or not to remember 

All of this,’cause you are too 

From where I come from 

The heart of God 

So,you are a god too. 

 

Creation 

 

From chaos,out of nothing 

The first thought transcended 

Becoming Word 

Creation-Universe. 

Perhaps I come from chaos, 

Perhaps I come from nothing 

Perhaps all is but a thought 
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Expressed as Human with a Word. 

 

The Words that arrange themselves 

Create new worlds,new universes, 

In an eternal and hypnotic tale 

Of consolation and of love. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Se poate spune despre această carte ca e o sursă sigura de optimism şi ingenuitate. 

Am trăit o bucurie mereu nouă citind-o, pentru ca ea aduce gândurile şi sentimentele 

copilului care ştie cu certitudine că nu trebuie să-şi ajusteze gândirea de dragul normelor 

sociale. Cartea este de altfel scrisă astfel încât empatia cu autorul să poata fi maximă. 

Veţi fi probabil surprinşi de tonul cărţii, direct şi politicos, ca o discuţie în privat, la un 

ceai, cu un necunoscut despre care ai de la început un sentiment bun. Pretenţiile cărţii 

sunt îndreptate doar indirect spre cititor, ea fiind un quasi-jurnal al unei vieţi pe scurt, o 

călătorie în doi, printre rânduri. Cartea  Ulmei E. Luca vă invită să meditaţi asupra unor 

aspecte ale vieţii, fără a da verdicte, fără a face încercări de a va impresiona. Cartea vă 

transmite, în fapt, care a fost calea pe care a ales-o, din copilarie şi până la maturitate, un 

om. 

Ioana Sumurducan, antropolog 
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În vremuri în care oferta de carte îmbogăţeşte tot mai mult o viziune integratoare a 

universului şi existenţei, cartea de faţă este unică prin aceea că spune o poveste profund 

personală, propunând cu simplitate şi precizie perspectiva unui viitor ce transformă şi 

purifică.  

 

Atmosfera de jurnal al devenirii este cuceritoare prin autenticitatea sufletească şi 

naturaleţea împărtăşirii. Lipseşte emfaza ce ispiteşte în mod natural autodezvăluirea, cu 

atât mai mult cu cât că autoarea oferă o adevărată iniţiere în lumea de dincolo de limitele 

aparentului.  

 

Structurată în două părţi, cartea este o ingenuă redare a înţelegerilor pe care propria 

experienţă le-a revelat autoarei, pe fundalul sufletesc al unei imense pofte de viaţă şi de 

sens. Partea de Căutări, o candidă aducere aminte a vremurilor eternizate ale copilăriei, 

este urmată de un salt în planuri ce permit limpeziri macro-cosmice.  

 

Mesajul psihologic este o reafirmare a convingerii că asumarea responsabilităţii pentru 

propria existenţă ne va elibera şi ne va lumina viaţa.  
  

Simona Iordăchescu, psihoterapeut 
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